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IN APPRECIATION
One of New Mexico's prime attractions, both to its own residents as
well as to outsiders,is its rich and deep history. Nowhere did Indian society have greater historical impact, nor was there any area of the United
States to which imperial Spain bequeathed such an indelible legacy. The
pioneer period completes the trilogy and vies for historical attention.
With this historical background, today's society in the Land of Enchantment has need for substantial information concerning New Mexico.
Chief vehicle for periodical publication concerning the state is the New
Mexico Historical Review, which was born in 1926. In it, articles of maximum value have appeared quarterly for over a half century, representing a great treasury of authoritative information. However, with the
passage of time some of the most important issues of the Review have
become unavailable, with these out-of-print issues accessible at high
prices at rare book shops, or sometimes unobtainable at any price. With a
growing population desirous of becoming better informed concerning
New Mexico, the need to provide availability to such important material
became apparent.
The present reprint program was only a scholar's dream until farsighted citizens became likewise convinced of the utility of making
available a storehouse of knowledge, particularly focusing their concern
on educational need for republication. Max Roybal, Bennie Aragon,
Robert Aragon, Mike Alarid and Adele Cinelli-Hunley provided effective
leadership. Legislators Don L. King and Alex Martinez presented Senate
Bill #8 to the 1980 session of the New Mexico State Legislature and used
their influence and that of Governor and Mrs. Bruce King to insure
favorable consideration. The Board of the NMHR, speaking for followers
of New Mexico's important history, warmly thanks these friends for such
support.
Donald C. Cutter
Chairman, Editorial Board, NMHR

Cover design by Jan Carley, graphic artist, College ofEduca tion, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque.
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SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO

By OTTO GOETZ
HE melodious designations given by the early conquistaT dores
to topographical features and localities of Spain's
former colonial empire, our great Southwest, still grace our
geographies. Although Santa Rosa does not share this distinction of antiquity, its name harmonizes with the ancient
appellations.
The city by the Pecos river, county seat of Guadalupe
county, did not exist when Antonio de Espejo with his fifteen
soldiers and the Franciscan monk Beltran returned to Chihuahua in 1583 from his exploration of the vast lands called
New Mexico. His troops named the Pecos, "The River of
Cows," on account of the great herds of buffalo which they
encountered.
Gaspar Castana de Sosa, Vice-Governor of Nuevo Leon,
came north along the river in 1590 leading one hundred and
seventy prospective settlers on his unauthorized expedition
to attempt the colonization of the region.
Neither they nor subsequent explorers and adventurers
in their wildest dreams could have visioned a city in this
locality. All Indian pueblos were situated on strategic elevations near fertile valleys, and the Spaniards followed this
example.
The Santa Rosa of to-day is a modern community, enjoying up-to-date public utilities, including a pure water
supply, and an excellent school system. Located on the Southern Pacific and Rock Island, a transcontinental railroad, and
U. S. Highway 66, also several state roads, it is a trade cen165
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tel' of an extensive territory and a primary wool market
and livestock shipping point.
Half a century ago no more desolate spot could have
been found in the then-Territory of New Mexico than the
immediate vicinity of the Southern Pacific R. R. bridge
across the Pecos River. The area is not a desert, for a stream
flows through the land, although most of the time it was an
innocent little creek, its waters being diverted farther up
the river to irrigate the farmlands of numerous towns and
villages. Now and then the Pecos, swollen by freshets or the
run-off from the northern snow-clad mountains, went on the
rampage, thus maintaining its classification as a river. There
were some springs but their waters were charged with gypsum, tasting something like Epsom salts and equally as
potent. Tall grass grew in abundance looking like aNew
England meadow on a frosty morning, only that the crystalline formation on the blades and white covering of the soil
was the alkali seeping from the ground.
East of the river and about one mile south of the present railroad bridge, Don Celso Baca y Baca's adobe hacienda
was the most prominent object of the landscape; and facing
it across the road to Puerto de Luna, the then-county seat
of Guadalupe county,! was a chapel also constructed of sundried bricks; beneath its floor Dona Rosa Viviana Baca y
Baca, Don Celso Baca y Baca's deceased wife, was laid to
rest. The little church was named in her honor, "Capilla de
Santa Rosa." Many stories were told as to the wealth of the
Baca family hidden within the sanctuary.
West of the Pecos river and a short distance south of
the Santa Rosa of to-day, the Agua Negra Grant's 17,631
acres constituted the largest private land holding in the
neighborhood. This extensive tract of land was originally
allotted to Antonio Sandoval on November 24, 1824, by the
1. Guadalupe County created out of part of San Miguel County by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico in 1891. with Puerto de Luna designated
as the county seat. First county commissioners Roman Dodge, Nathilde Chavez and
Placido Baca. By act of the Legislature of 1903 Quay and Roosevelt counties were
constituted out of portions of Guadalupe County, and the name of the latter changed
to Leonard Wood County with Santa Rosa as tbe county seat. In 1906 the Legislative
Assembly changed the name of the county from Leonard Wood to the original name
Guadalupe County.
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Republic of Mexico through the then Governor of New Mexico, Bartolome Baca (1822-25). He was the third governor
of New Mexico under the Mexican Republic, ignoring the
short interim of less than one year (1822-23) of General
Iturbide's reign as Emperor Augustine I of Mexico. The
grant was confirmed by the Congress of the United States
on January 21, 1860, establishing the acreage therein, constituting a square with the Agua Negra Spring its center,
its waters flowing into the Pecos river, under the name of
the Rito de Agua Negra. It was from this spring as the
central starting point that the dimension of the grant was
determined; one league (2.63 miles) north and south, and
one league east and west of horizontal and perpendicular
lines drawn through the center of the spring. Mexico inherited its land measurements from the mother country Spain.
Don Celso Baca y Baca, as well as several other parties,
had an interest in this grant. On this unfenced land and
overflowing on the surrounding public domain, the cattle,
sheep, horses and burros of the owners as well as near-by
neighboring herds grazed. Early in 1888 a suit for partition
of the grant was filed in the District Court of San Miguel
County (in which the grant was then located), entitled Spiegelberg, plaintiff vs. Robert H. Longwill,Celso Baca,
Lorenzo Labadie, Viviana Villanueva Baca, wife of Celso
Baca, and Royitas Labadie, wife of Lorenzo Labadie. While
the case was pending several other parties were named as
additional defendants, and divers claimants made their appearance. The case was not decided until 1901; the court
being unable to partition the grant, ordered it sold and the
receipts disbursed according to the respective interests determined. Brigham and John H. Hicks were the purchasers.
Being strictly a stock-raising district, the entire population could have been counted as a few dozen scattered over
the widely-separated ranches. It was a tranquil, pastoral
region, its peaceful serenity being only occasionally disturbed
by the traditional Sunday night bailes at Don Celso Baca y
Baca's hospitable hacienda when the fiddle and accordion
lured the dancers from far and wide to enjoy this weekly
social gathering. There also were the yearly roundups when
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the yelling of the cowboys, the lowing of the cows and the
bawling of the branded calves broke the silence of the pastures; and during shearing and lambing time when the
bleating of the sheep, the plaintive Spanish songs of the
herders and shearers, accompanied by the tunes of harmonicas could be heard until the wee hours of the morning.
All this peaceful leisurely existence intermingled with
later events represents a picture of New Mexico, the land
of constant transition, where the centuries meet, and the
trails of yester-years cross the modern highways of to-day,
where grandeur and sublimity often border on the grotesque
and oddities of creation.
With surprising swiftness the landscape and even the
pastoral life of the country was transformed into feverish
activity. Surveying crews invaded the region to stake out
the right-of-way for the proposed Rock Island and EI Paso
Northwestern railways, to meet at the Pecos river about a
mile north of Don Celso Baca y Baca's hacienda. The embryonic station was named Santa Rosa. The honor thus
bestowed on the memory of Dona Viviana Villanueva Baca
assuaged any ill feeling which the Baca family may have
harbored against the invaders of their domain. 2
The mere designation of Santa Rosa as the junction
point of the two important railroad systems was sufficient
to bring the immediate influx of the gentry usually following railroad construction, augmented by colleagues from the
then-declining mining camps of Bland and Elizabethtown.
A tent town came into being, the more pretentious establishments consisting of four or five boards nailed horizontally
on some uprights, and these over-spanned with a tent. Thus
the settlement was composed of a score or more saloons
with their associated enterprises, lunch counters in the rear
of the places and tables for poker players scattered about.
Tinhorn gamblers and others making their living by their
2. There were other ranch interests in the Vicinity of Santa Rosa: P. R. Page.
Lorenzo Labadie. W. B. Giddings. Contrary to the wide-spread opinion that everyone
welcomes a railroad, let it be said here that such is not the case with the stock-raising
industry. Railroads bring settlers whose homesteads diminish the grazing lands, a train
occasionally kills stock, and the sparks escaping from the engine often start prairie
fires which destroy the grass and even burn down fences.
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wits came from all sections of the Union. The sale of liquor
was indeed the principal occupation of these ground-floor
pioneers. Perhaps the dubious quality of the drinking water
helped to enhance the liquor consumption. Water was
brought to town first at $1.00 per barrel, and later when
.
competition increased at 75c per barrel.
Rapidly the construction camps gathered their crews;
in a short time there were more than four thousand workers
engaged in cutting a roadbed through the hills, filling canyons and excavating new channels for the flood waters to
escape. Giant blasts removing obstructions rocked the
country-side at intervals. For all these people Santa Rosa
became a metropolis, trading point and recreation center.
Lon Reed and Bill Hunter, two old-time cattlemen of Guadalupe county established a slaughter house to supply the
camps with beef; they also operated a wagon-yard, corral
and feed stable in connection therewith. Marsh and Dubois
and the Moise Brothers opened general merchandise stores.
Eating houses, blacksmith shops and laundries came into
existence to cater to the demands of the ever-increasing population. Santa Rosa became a regular frontier town, a
thriving community. Mail as well as all supplies was hauled
in from Las Vegas, a distance of seventy miles. Mail came
at first twice a week via Anton Chico, Las Colonias and
Casaus by a four-horse stage line. The route was later
changed to the crossing of the Pecos at the Juan Pais ranch
where the stage stopped for dinner, and the mail was dispatched for Las Colonias and Anton Chico by horseback.
Aside from the four horses used by the stage and the ponies
of the cowboys, also mules used in the construction camps,
burros had a monopoly on the transportation system; they
hauled freight, supplies, wood and water to the town. In
fact there was an over-population of burros. Celso Baca y
Baca had a herd estimated all the way from several hundred
to a thousand or more. They were branded with a large B
on the left flank and a large C on the shoulder. Led by a
white jack these marauders invaded the town day and night,
upset garbage and water barrels, broke into corrals and consumed the hay intended for the horses. They finally became
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such a nuisance that the citizens took some drastic measures
to rid the community of their presence. Old roofing iron and
tin cans were tied to the burros, then with a liberal application of highlife they were bidden adieu. The burros left the
inhospitable community; some years later their presence
was reported in the Manzano mountains 100 miles west of
Santa Rosa.
The post office was originally located in a small room
at the Celso Baca y Baca hacienda. The incoming mail was
dumped into an oblong clothes basket and it was up to everyone to fish out what belonged to him. Since letters and papers
accumulated in this basket for some years, it became quite
a task and time-consuming undertaking to get possession of
one's mail. The citizens finally tiring of this primitive
method, took the post office to the store of Marsh and Dubois,
a procedure not mentioned in postal laws and regulations.
The moving of the post office had its beneficial influence on
the town's development. It now began to spread toward the
east, while formerly it consisted of a single street stretching
south.
Nor did the community lack picturesque characters who
would to-day make outstanding figures in a western movie.
There was Cherokee Dora who could outcuss any muleskinner, ride any horse which would carry a saddle, and hold
her own in a drinking bout; a bronco-buster who stayed in
the saddle despite all the gymnastic performances of her
mount. She was equally proficient with the rope and branding iron. Broad-brimmed black sombrero, jacket, short
divided skirt, high cowboy boots with spurs, a full cartridge
belt with her ivory-handled forty-five six shooter hanging
in the holster, she made a formidable appearance. No one
knew anything of her background, and inasmuch as it was
unethical to ask such questions, the Indian woman always
remained a mystery.
An explosion killed one or two men in the construction
camps, several others were seriously injured, and medical
supplies were urgently needed. The nearest place where
they could be obtained was Las Vegas. Dora volunteered to
make the trip, 65 miles across the country each way. She
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started late in the afternoon and returned early the next
morning, delivering the supplies to Dr. M. F. Des Marais,
the attending surgeon, having made the ride both ways on
the same horse, an incredible feat that caused many to say
"impossible." Quite a different type was ladylike Inna who
was an excellent bronco buster and trained horses to follow
their master and kneel to permit a lady to mount. It was
believed that she had some hypnotic influenc~ over the wildest beast. No one knew Inna's identity; some claimed she
was a Spaniard, others that she was of Indian extraction,
but everyone had a great admiration for her horsemanship.
Six-shooter Fannie, also of undetermined race or nationality,
followed no particular occupation aside from getting drunk
once or twice a month, and her insistence on these occasions
to shoot up the town in regular western fashion. Since her
shots were all directed into the blue sky, there was no particular objection to her amusement. Rather odd but ordinarily
peaceful was Dolly, an almost perfect albino. All these would
emphasize Rudyard Kipling's assertion that "The female of
the species is more terrific than the male."
The construction crews were a motley assembly of races
and nationalities from all sections of the United States:
Swedes, Danes, Norwegians, Italians, Native Spanish-Americans, Mexicans from our southern sister republic, Negroes,
Indians from the New Mexico pueblos, and divers crews of
other nationals. Among the latter the Dalmations were the
most remarkable: robust, tall men, very industrious and
sober, they wore number 12 and 13 shoes (this should give
an idea of their size). Perhaps it was these qualities and
characteristics which induced the Roman army to select one
of their countrymen, Diocletian, as emperor of the Roman
Empire in 284 A. D.
Of course the town had a deputy sheriff who was supposed to maintain law and order, but he was a conscientious
objector to exposing his person to any chance of violence or
to even being present where circumstances indicated trouble
might develop. It therefore became necessary for the citizens to protect their own rights and property and maintain
some semblance of order. Saloons had regular hangers-on
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called "rollets," presumably derived from their occupation
of rolling drunks over to pilfer their pockets of whatever
change might accidentally remain therein. Cardsharks and
tinhorns stripped the would-be poker players swiftly of their
stakes. Horses and buggys were stolen while their owners
entered a store or saloon. Those caught were guarded by the
citizens in shifts from two to three hours. Sometimes their
punishment was eviction from town, other times more
severe. Violent drunks were simply chained to a tree until
they became tractable, but there is no case on record where
the treatment produced a permanent cure. Cries of "Help"
were frequently heard during the night, but the population
had become hard-boiled, "just another drunk" and no attention paid. If there were any fatalities they passed unnoticed.
The construction workers were men without families whose
disappearance caused no particular inquiry. The court records show only one murder for the period, and that not a
premeditated homicide.
Finally the citizens secured the services of an experienced peace officer to be paid by public subscription. The
first night on duty he was shot through the neck but recovered, and the town enjoyed at least some protection. He left
town for parts unknown after serving only a short time. It
was reported that he took with him two trunks full of fire
arms gathered in the pursuit of his official duties.
Last but not least among the town's notorious characters was "Jim." Jim was a fawn-colored burro colt, the most
friendly and sociable specimen of his tribe; an aristocrat in
burrodom, he disdained association with his own kindred
and bestowed all his affection on humanity. This caused his
moral downfall and delinquency, for the boys taught him to
drink beer. The donkey took to the habit like a fish to water;
he learned to enter a saloon of his own volition, nose his way
to the bar where a dish was set before him and soon filled
by the contributions from the glasses of the patrons and liberal donations from the bar-tender. Often a more freehearted customer treated Jim to an entire bottle, whereupon
the burro held this in his jaw, lifted his head and let the
brew gurgle down his throat with apparent relish. Jim was
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a welcome visitor at any bar for wherever the burro went
a crowd soon followed to watch his antics. After making the
rounds of the different establishments and consuming his
quota, when his wobbly legs would no longer sustain his
body, he would lie down to sleep off his debauch inside a
saloon or in the street. This nearly cost him his life; lying
thus one day in the road a teamster with a load of lumber
becoming impatient after vain efforts to get the burro to
move, drove his wagon over the unconscious Jim. Immediately an angry crowd gathered, for the donkey was everybody's pet. The declaration of one of the by-standers that
only Jim's leg was broken and he could set it, was all that
saved the driver from violence; however, he was compelled
to pay a fine of $20 before he was allowed to go on his way.
The donkey, raised on a tripod to take the weight from his
injured leg, became a teetotaler. Nothing but water quenched
his thirst and there was hope for his reformation. But when
finally restored to normal and the corral gate opened to free
him, all his good resolutions went to naught. After breaking
into a hilarious hee-haw he started for the nearest booze
joint. Alas, Jim was a backslider, a confirmed drunkard; he
returned to his old sinful ways, one spree after another interrupted only by short periods of sobering-up to regain the
locomotion of his legs. A regular town bum, mooching drinks
wherever he could.
Still Santa Rosa emerged from its frontier days' experiences into an orderly community. In addition to the general merchandise establishments of Marsh and Dubois, and
the Moise Bros., as well as the other enterprises in operation,
Geo. H. Smith and Tom Melaven opened stores. Dr. Van
Patten opened a drug store, E. G. Cooper brought out the
first edition of the Santa Rosa Star, giving the town its
pioneer newspaper. Mr. Cooper is now living in Santa Fe
and has a valuable collection of photos of the early Santa
Rosa. The business section of the town moved to the new
town-site east of the old tent village along the railroad rightof-way. Here H. B. Jones established the Guadalupe County
Savings Bank. Another early arrival in Santa Rosa was
Judge E. R. Wright, now residing in Santa Fe. The Judge,
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an outstanding attorney, a member of the Territorial Court
in 1910 and 1911, and sole survivor of the territorial judges,
has made his home in Santa Fe for ten years and contributed
much towards the development of the city. He is an authority on the early history of Santa Rosa and other settlements
in the eastern part of the state. The writer of this is under
great obligations to the judge for much of the information
and data contained in this story.3
It was on December 26, 1901, that the citizens and
people from the surrounding country gathered at the rightof-way to see the first train brought into Santa Rosa; from
the east an engine came puffing, pushing flat cars loaded
with ties and rails. These were laid in place and the train
proceeded until it reached the river. Material for the bridge
was also brought by the Rock Island train. The El Paso
North Eastern did not reach the bridge until February 2,
1902.
Santa Rosa was now connected with the outside world
by rail, its wild and woolly days at an end. The tent town
disappeared, its denizens silently departing for greener pastures, and the construction camps became deserted. It was
the birth of a city, a new era of progress and achievement.
No less turbulent was the neighborhood of Santa Rosa;
the construction of the railroad brought hundreds of families into the country looking for farmlands. Who could
resist the alluring offer of the government, a 160 acre homestead for a filing fee of only $16, or ten cents per acre. All
they had to do was to stay on the land for five years, cultivate part thereof and make some improvements. These
prospective settlers dreamed of monster wheat crops, the
railroad being at their front doors to transport it to the
market. In five years when they received title to the land
it would be worth $100 per acre. They fenced their lands,
3. It is to be regretted that proper credit cannot be given to the pioneers whose
efforts and labors contributed to the upbuilding of Santa Rosa. Many names have
been forgotten. men and women who played a prominent part in the city's develop..
ment and have moved to parts unknown or have obeyed the last call. Among those
still surviving are J. W .. Wood, residing in Santa Rosa. and C. H. Stearns. now living
in Albuquerque. Mr. Stearns was the agent and representative of the townsite com·
pany for some time, later succeeded by Judge E. R. Wright who held that position
until the company disposed of its holdings to H. B. and C. R. Jones.
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built houses, barns and corrals. With each day the fences
encroached more and more on the grazing territory of the
stockmen. This brought about the inevitable clash between
the conflicting interests, the new-comers called nesters, and
the cattle and sheep raisers. The nesters at first in the minority rapidly increased in numbers by additional hOmeseekers coming from many states. Finally the nesters became
so numerous that they gained the upper hand; cattle straying
into their fields were killed and this drove the stockmen
to desperation. Woe to the cattleman who strayed into the
domain of the nesters, and vice versa to the nester who wandered into the yet-existing grazing lands. For awhile it
looked as if the stock-raising industry would be completely
obliterated. But the settlers did not include one factor in
their calculations, the utterly deficient rainfall of the region.
Slowly they departed, some penniless, returning to their old
homes a disillusioned people. As one witty Irishman summed
up the situation, Uncle Sam is willing to bet you 160 acres
against $16 that you can't stay on one of these homesteads
for five years without starving to death. In a short time
the houses and barns disappeared, used for kindling wood;
the fence posts served the same purpose and nearly every
vestige of the invasion of the homesteaders became obliterated.
The chapel still stands opposite the renovated Celso
Baca y Baca house. The sanctuary would make an ideal
museum, being the last resting place of the lady after whom
the city was named.
Astonishing is the transformation which has taken
place. The once desolate region has become a scenic attraction. Those who laid out the city should be complimented on
the wide streets, permitting the traffic from the several highways, of which Santa Rosa is the hub, to freely circulate.
Substantial buildings line the streets of the business section,
including the Guadalupe County Court House, schoolhouses
and other public structures in landscaped grounds. Shadetrees fringe the avenues in the residential section, with
dwellings surrounded by lawns and gardens.
The city's greatest attraction however are the numerous
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lakes in its vicinity; nature itself attending to the beauty
of their environment with grotesque rock formations, trees
and shrubbery. Some of them are used as fish hatcheries.
Many theories have been advanced as to the origin of
these lakes; surface indications seem to support the belief
that all are fed from some common underground watersource, a mother flow, and are connected by subterranean
channels. It is believed that the outcropping upper strata
of sand-stone is underlaid with a softer limestone formation through which the waters by percolation and erosion
have forced their way to the surface. According to soundings taken, some of these lakes are regarded as bottomless.
The most picturesque is the "Blue Hole," its indigo blue
waters being overshadowed by a stratified natural sandstone
wall on the east side; it is 81 feet deep, 100 feet wide, and
discharges 3,000 gallons of water per minute at a temperature of 62 degrees.
Santa Rosa may well be called "The City of the Lakes."

l'hotos l;y No'lert Martin

Left: The Baumann }'cstOl'ation, which shows the
Ben[[/lides "Assumption"
Right: Origina.l statue, undJ'a.pccl, front v:ew

Left: Original statue, undraped, Tea,}' V1:CW (photo
by Robert Martin)
Right: Ou;' Lady of Talpa, sh01l;n for COJJll;[(J'ison

NUESTRA SENORA DEL ROSARIO
LA CONQUISTADORA

By

FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ

CHAPTER III
THE LADY CHAPELS

1. The "Conquistadora Chapel."

Should the "Benavides-statue" theory prove to be correct, the first chapel of La Conquistadora as an image of
the Assumption was the original parish church of Santa Fe,
built sometime after 1610, the one that appeared like a
mud-hut to Fr. Benavides on his arrival in 1625; from there
the statue was transferred to a special chapel in Benavides'
new Parroquia, finished by 1628 or 1629, and presumably in
this same chapel she was transformed "into a Lady of the
Rosary years later in the manner and under the circumstances previously described.
But even if La Conquistadora were an altogether different statue of identical size, since the Rosary Confraternity
already existed in 1656-1659, the first Conquistadora chapel
would still be the Parroquia itself, or else the military chapel
attached to the Palace of the Governors. The only reference
that might apply here, and this only for the Indian Revolt
period, occurs in the description of the siege of Santa Fe in
1680. When definite rumblings of an Indian uprising were
felt in the Capital, its citizens, as well as others from the
surrounding settlements and ranches, fortified themselves
within the town. On August 13, the Indians in full force
laid siege to Santa Fe. By degrees they captured parts of
the town, forcing the Spaniards to retreat at last into the
large walled military compound within the Palace of the
Governors; the people had most likely removed what they
could of value from the Parroquia, which was soon destroyed
by the enemy, who also set fire to San Miguel Church. Several
counter-attacks in the name of the Virgin were made by the
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Spaniards, which inflicted severe casualties on the Indians,
but they found themselves unable to break the siege. Wrote
Governor Otermin :
Proceeding to the use of arms, they began to fight, taking possession of the church of the villa and of the houses, setting fire alike to
the holy temple and to the said houses, burning everything. . . . They
came to set fire to the doors of a hermitage of Our Lady which is in
the tower of the said casas reales [the Palace of the Governors], where,
seeing that they could not overcome us, they occupied the river and the
houses, cutting off our water entirely for a period of two days and a
night. 48

Unable to hold out any longer, since the people of the Rio
Abajohad not come to his aid, Otermin sallied forth with his
subjects on August 21, the men defending the women and
children, the aged and wounded, in their midst. With them
went La Conquistadora, "saved from the fury of the savages," but we do not know with certainty whether her old
throne at the time had been in the Parroquia, from which
she had been taken to the Palace during the siege, or whether
her own shrine at this period was "the hermitage of Our
L~dy" in the tower-chapel. During the thirteen-year exile,
as the early fragment sheets point out, her shrine was the
chapel in the Real of San Lorenzo, named in honor of the
Saint on whose Feast, as Fr. Ayeta wrote, the Indians had
rebelled and massacred so many of the Spaniards. 49
During the first crucial days of the 1693 Reconquest, the
statue was still enclosed in a wagon, which was apparently
kept in the civilian camp on the site of the present Rosario
cemetery. Meanwhile, de Vargas looked around the Villa
for a building in which Mass could be said and in which his
vow could be kept to enthrone the Lady of the Conquest, as
he mentioned in October in his letter to the Viceroy. First
he examined the Parroquia; it was beyond repair. Next, he
ordered the San Miguel chapel re-roofed, but the Indians
protested with reason that, winter having set in, it was too
cold to cut and haul vigas from the mountains. These
Indians in turn offered him a tower in the Palace which had
48. C. W. Hackett and C. C. Shelby, Revolt of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico.
(Coronado Historical Series, VIII, Albuquerque, 1942), I, 113.
49. Anne E. Hughes, op. cit., p. 316.
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been used by them as a kiva. Overcoming the protests of the
friars with good arguments, he reopened the original
entrance, which the Indians had sealed up years before, and
designated this place as the temporary parish church. Then
came the days of waiting for the Indians to move to their
Pueblos, their sudden resistance, the battle for Santa Fe, the
Spanish victory, and the repossession by the colonists of the
ancient capital. Then, most likely, La Conquistadora
returned to the "hermitage of Our Lady," and perhaps
remained there until the Parroquia was finished more than
two decades later. Since, all this while (between 1693 and
1717), succeeding Governors were also mayordomos of the
Confraternity, the Palace chapel was her logical resting
place.
The new Parroquia, dedicated after the Reconquest in
honor of San Francisco de Asis, facing the street of the same
name, was a-building during the second decade of the new
century. Records of this period of rehabilitation and reapportioning of property in Santa Fe bear witness to both the
time and the location. 50 From the old Conquistadora sheets
we learn that the Confraternity itself was still established
at the Palace of the Governors in March 17, 1714. But by
October of 1717, it was "In this church of the Villa of Santa
Fe," and in October of the following year a more explicit
term is used: "In this church of Our Holy Father St. Francis
of the Villa of Santa Fe,"51 which shows that the main part
was finished and in use by that time. The Confraternity's
own chapel, attached to the Parroquia, also appears to have
been completed. Between October 16 and sometime in December, 1717, the mayordomo, Bernardo de Sena, paid sixty,
pesos to the carpenter Juan de Medina for building the high
altar of the chapel, as well as its sacristy."2 He also paid
another sum to Andres Montoya for hauling lumber for
the sacristy, and still another to Salvador Archuleta for
thirty-five vigas (no exact date given); these entries
follow others of March, 1718, but very likely the tim50.
nos. 491,
51.
52.

Sp. Arch., I, No. 181 (1714), "la Yglesia nueba q se esta fabricando." Also,
498, 680, 1072, and 1074.
(d) Accounts, f. 2. (e) Minutes, both sides.
Accounts, f. 63v.
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bers had been cut and hauled the preceding October before
winter set in, or even before the carpenter was paid for his
work. At any rate, we can safely say that the Lady-Chapel,
connecting with the north transept wall of the Parroquia,
was already in use by the spring of 1718.
Nor is there any doubt that this chapel is the North
Chapel attached to the present Cathedral. Documentary testimony from its erection until now is continuous. Besides the
old Confraternity fragments of 1713-1726, we have the
oldest extant burial register of the Parroquia, listing the
burials made inside the new church and the location of each
grave. 53 Starting with March, 1726, the following persons,
probably leading members of the Confraternity and members
of their families, found a last resting place in the North
Chapel:
Maria Hurtado, March 22, 1726, widow of Antonio Montoya, buried
"en la Capilla de NtTa SenoTa." Sebastian Gonzales, husband of Lucia
Ortiz, June 11, 1726, buried "en la Capilla de NtTa SenoTa." Tomasa
Gonzales, wife of Don Bernardino de Sena, Feb. 20, 1727, buried in the
sanctuary of "La Capilla de NtTa. Sra." Geronima Barela, widow of
Jose Dominguez, April 11, 1727, "en la Capilla de nuestTa Senora."
Margarita Martin, wife of Juan de Apodaca, April 25, 1727, "en La
Capilla de Ntra Senora."

"El Regidor Don Sa,lvador Montoya," May 8, 1727, in the sanctuary of
"la capilla de Ntra Senora La Conquistadora." Tomasa Montoya, wife
of Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, May 20, 1727, under the high altar of "la
Capilla de Ntra Senora." (Burials in outside cemetery begin May 19,
1732.)
Domingo Tenorio, eight years old, June 8, 1733, "en la Capilla de Nta.
Senora." Manuela Gonzales, infant, June 10, 1733, "en la Capilla de
Nstra Sra. la Conquistadora." Francisca Ygnacia, ten years old, June
7, 1733, "en la Capilla de N. Sra. la Conquistadora." Gertrudis, six
years old, June 16, 1733, "en la Capilla de Ntra. Senora." Felipe Sanchez, eighty, Feb. 1,1734, "en la Capilla de N. Sra. La Conquistadora."
Don Alonso Rael de Aguilar, April 10, 1735, in the "Capilla de La Virgen." Maria Dorotea, infant, June 24,1733, "en La Capilla de Nra. Sra."
53. AASF, Burial-48, Santa Fe. Compare these names with those in the fragments. The Auto de Presentaci6n, January 6, 1726, states that it is the third book of
burials. Its lost predecessors no doubt contained the funerals conducted from the
Palace tower-chapel and San Miguel, as also some from the newly-finished Parroquia
until the second book was filled up to January of 1726. If we had the two older burial
books, the last resting place of de Vargas would be no longer a mystery.
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Simona Dominguez, Nov. 20, 1736, and Angela Gertrudis Valdes, Jan.
30, 1737, "en la Capilla de Nra. Senora."
Dona Teodora Garcia, wife of the Teniente General Don Juan Paez
Hurtado, Nov. 17, 1736, in the sanctuary of the "Capilla de Ntra Senora." Dona Manuela Garcia, widow (of Salvador Montoya) in the
same grave as her sister, the same day. Francisca de Ribera, maiden,
Dec. 22, 1737, "en la Capilla de Ntra Sra la Conquistadora."
Juan Rodriguez, Alcalde Mayor of the Villa, Jan. 2, 1738, "en la Capilla
de N. Sra." Domingo Fernando Tenorio, child, May 17, 1738, "en la
Capilla de Ntra Sra la Conquistadora." Juan Lucero, Nov. 23, 1741,
"en la Capilla de Ntra Sra la Conquistadora." Benito Dominguez, April
5,1742, "en la Capilla de Nra. Sra."

"El Theniente Genl Dn' Juan Paez Hurtado". .. May 5, 1742 . . . "en
el Altar de Ntra Sra la Conquistadora." Don Jose de Reano, husband
of Dona Maria de Ruibal, April 16, 1743, "en la Capilla de N.a Sa. del
Rosario." (Up to this time Fr. Guerrero had used the term "Conquistadora," but from now on other friars write "Rosario." Also, after this
last date, no mention is made of the exact place of burial until the
1770's, after the revival of the Confraternity.)
The child Jose Bernardo, July 18, 1776, "a el entrar de la Puerta de la
Capilla de Na Sa del Rosario," entry by Fr. Francisco Atanasio Dominguez. He also buried Maria Ygnacia Romero, July 28, 1776, "en La
capilla de N.S. del Rosario de esta Y glesia de N.P.S. Fran.co de esta
Villa de Sta. Fe."
Juana Teresa, child, Dec. 30, 1776, "a la entrada de la Capilla de N.S.
del Rosario." Juan Esteban Ortiz, soldier killed by Comanches, buried
Nov. 17, 1777, in the Parish Church of St. Francis, "en frente de la
Capilla de Nuestra Sa del Rosario." Maria Francisca Rivera, April 25,
1778, inside the Parroquia "en la Capilla de Nra Senora del Rosario."
Manuela Roibal, May 1, 1778, in the Parroquia "en la Capilla de Na Sa
del Rosario." The last two recorded burials are: Catarina Rivera, Feb.
31 (sic), 1779, and Jose de Dimas, May 21,1780, in the Parroquia, "en
la Capilla de Ntra Sa de Rosario."

The earliest full description of the chapel found so far is that
of Fr. Atanasio Dominguez in 1777. 54
CAPILLA DEL ROSARIO
To speak with more order and propriety I reserved this chapel for
this place. Well, it is located on the Gospel side of the principal Church
against the outer wall of the Transept [extending] towards the outside as is the chapel of Suleta in the Church of our convent of Mexico.
64.

Op. cit., 1£. 4128-4188.
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It is made of adobes, thick walls of about a vara; its doorway is
opened archwise in the wall of said place, and from there to the wall
of the high altar it is twenty varas long, seven wide, and nine high.
Its vigas are laid evenly and without skylight like the church, and they
are twenty-four new ones, round (like those of the transept in the
Church) and laid over the ancient corbels. Its sanctuary is distinguished [from the nave] by two small steps going up, and the top one
measures four varas towards the center, being as wide as the nave of
the body of the chapel. Its choir is located over the doorway of its
orientation on twelve projecting corbels, with its small railing or
balcony; its depth is three varas, and its width that of the chapel. The
floor has new joists. The entrance is double-doored and of planed
planks, high and wide in proportion, and has bolts. Its windows are
two, on the Epistle side at an even distance, with wooden grill-work,
and facing the east. Its furnishing or adornment is as follows:
HIGH ALTAR
There is no altar-screen, but a large niche which rests on a bench
for the purpose, and two bases on the sides of the niche with two small
niches on them (these and the large one are like little chapels), make
up for it-and all painted red with yellow mouldings as though in
tempera. . . . [Next follows the description of the statue already
quoted.] Concerning its valuable ornaments more will be said anon,
and thus there will be no confusion as to which it has on, the rest
remaining put away with the exception of what I mentioned as her
wearing all the time.
The niches on the bases have their small Saints in the round, and
proportionately distributed on the walls to the Sanctuary are ten
canvases in oil without frames, and four on elkskin, all large, and
with various Saints; and equally spaced among these, twenty small
canvases. The altar-table is of wood, movable, and dressed with what
is necessary, even to a platform and rug; with attention to the fact
that the frontal is of wood in relief, and painted like the aforesaid
niches. The interior view of this chapel is really gay [alegrita].
NAVE
In it are two altars; the one on the Gospel side is of the Blood
of Christ with large Crucifix in the round, very beautiful, before a
canopy of silk, already old, and at the Lord's feet the Sorrowful
Mother in the round about a vara tall, and dressed; and to one side
of this Lady a small-sized Lord St. Joseph, carved. The altar-table is
of wood, dressed like the high altar, even to a rug over the platform.
The other altar is on the Epistle side, and is [dedicated] to St. John
Nepomucene; Father Cuellar erected it, and through the use of his
donation the titular Saint was acquired, which is carved, three cuartas
tall, in a niche painted with colors in tempera, and six large colored
plates spread over the outside, reredos-style. The altar-table is of
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wood, dressed like the aforesaid others. The frontal is of painted
panel; and the small rug was also paid for from the donation of said
Father, together with the Saint and his niche and the plates. The rest
belongs to this chapel. This altar has a lower gradine, and on it are
a carved St. Anthony of Padua, small, and two Child-Jesus' of varnishcompound. In this chapel is founded a Confraternity with title of the
Rosary, and about this as soon as I finish with an account of the
SACRISTY.

This sacristy is described as running east from the
chapel on the Epistle side, "a little lower than the sanctuary." Therefore the door leading into it is the present one
opening to the outside. Then follow long lists of vestments,
linens, dresses, sacred vessels, and all things pertaining to
the Confraternity. Fr. Dominguez ends with one last word
on the latter, namely, that he has had a hard time seeking in
vain for papers of canonical erection, as also for those of the
Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament, adding that the
matter is pending before the Sacred Curia of Durango.
Other brief early descriptions of this chapel are those of
Fr. Morfi in 1782, Antonio Jose Ortiz in 1797 and 1805,
Fr. Pereyro in 1808, and Vicario Fernandez in 18~6. In the
latter part of the century, Fray Agustin Morfi visited the
Franciscan Missions of the northern provinces of New
Spain, but did not reach New Mexico; hence his information
is second-hand. Concerning Santa Fe, he wrote: "In la Calle
Real and to the East is the parish Church consecrated to
N.P.S. Francisco and in it is a chapel dedicated to N.S. del
Sag1'ario under the protection of La Conquistadora."G5
Don Antonio Jose Ortiz, a pious old wealthy citizen of
Santa Fe, carried on an eight-year correspondence with
Bishop Olivares of Durango concerning private chapels for
himself and his own restoration of the Parroquia, which had
fallen into ruin around 1798. In a letter of January 25, 1805,
after telling the Bishop how he had rebuilt and enlarged the
Parroquia, the whole body of which had fallen down "six
years ago," he mentions having renovated the altar and the
55. Alfred B. T'nomas, Forgotten Frontiers (University of Oklahoma, 1932), p. 91.
Sagrario, instead of Rosario, is either a mistake of Fr. Morfi or a misreading by the
translator, or else whoever was the informant of Fr. Morfi had the Confraternity of
the Blessed Sacrament in mind "under the protection" of that of La Conquistadora.
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sanctuary-and the chapel of Nuestra Senora del Rosario. 56
He is the man who, according to the Candelaria Noticias,
offered himself as perennial nwyordomo. A report made by
the Custos, Fray Benito Pereyro, in December, 1808, states
that annexed to the Parish Church of Santa Fe there are
two chapels, one of them in honor of Our Lady of the Rosary,
this being La Conquistadora. 57 One of the Vicars General
of Durango who now and then were making juridical Visitations to the Church in New Mexico was Don Agustin Fernimdez San Vicente. He wrote in 1826: "Inside, communicating with the transept, are two large separate chapels,
the one on the north side dedicated to N.S. del Rosario, called
also La Conquistadora."58
As previously pointed out, here is more than ample
testimony for the existence of the "Conquistadora Chapel"
from the time the post-Reconquest Parroquia was finished,
around 1717, through every decade to our own day. By historical association, if not by direct statement, all this also
bears witness to the Conquistadora's identity, as the selfsame statue first mentioned in 1686 and still venerated today,
as it has been through so many generations, in the Parroquia
of Santa Fe.
One last word on this particular chapel. What we see
today attached to the north chancel section of the Lamy
Cathedral is only the outer half of the longer structure
described by Dominguez, as one can see from old photographs of the exterior taken in the middle of the last
century. 59 Two windows had.been opened in the west wall
56. Jose D. Sena, "The Chapel of Don Antonio Jose Ortiz," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, XIII, 347-359. I have not yet encountered these letters in the
Archives of the Archdiocese.
George Kubler, The Religious Architecture of New Mexico in the Colonial Period
and Since the American Occupation (Colorado Springs, 1940), p. 22, footnote. Readings by Stallings in 1937 show age of vigas to be 1745 plus Or minus and 1851 plus.
Cf. Dominguez description of chapel interior.
57. SP. Arch., I, No. 1191.
58. The original, according to Salpointe. is in the "church records." but I have
not seen it in the Archives. Soldier8 of the CrosB (Banning, California, 1898), p. 160.
Quoted also by Kubler, op. cit., p. 101, and Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican
Hi8toT1l (Cedar Rapids, 1912), II, 166, footnote.
59. Museum of New Mexico prints reproduced in Prince. Mission. Churches, Bnd
in The Santa Fe Cathedral (Santa Fe, 1947), a popular illustrated guide to the
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at this latter period. The stone Cathedral, built by Archbishop Lamy around the adobe Parroquia, is much wider,
and so its lateral naves, in connecting with the old side
chapels, took off their inner sections. The statue of La
Conquistadora has been restored to her rightful place in her
chapel, and little is needed, over and above permission from
the authorities, to remodel its altar and sanctuary in the
style of the period.

2. The "Rosario Chapel."
Distinct from the "Conquistadora Chapel," even in popular terminology, is the lone structure which stands in the
Rosario cemetery in the northwest section of Santa Fe. Not
many years ago it stood well away from the town limits. It
is this particular building, and not the North Chapel of the
Parroquia, which has been associated with the latter-day
phase of the Conquistadora legend-that de Vargas had
vowed to build a chapel on that very spot and hold a yearly
procession thither. As for this part of the tradition, the
Reconquistador makes no mention of such a vow; devoted as
he was to the Blessed Virgin Mary, filling the pages of his
Journals with her name on less important occasions, he
surely would have recorded such a momentous act on his
part, especially since he was mayordomo of her Confraternity at the time and had expressed his intention of returning
the New Mexicans' Madonna to her former throne. Moreover, no chapel is known to have existed there until the first
decade of the last century.
On June 29, 1806, Fray Francisco de Hozio, for many
years military chaplain of the Castrense and at this time
interim pastor of the secularized Santa Fe Parroquia, petitioned the Bishop of Durango for permission to erect a
chapel of "Our Lady of the Holy Rosary at the place where
the holy Image was placed at the time of the second conquest
of this Kingdom. . . ."60 It is well to note here how this
Padre speaks of two separate conquests by de Vargas. Most
likely Father Hozio was unaware, like the rest of the people
60.

AASF. See Note 41.
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from whom he learned the tradition, of the two distinct
Reconquests of 1692 and 1693. In mentioning a second conquest, he was voicing the popular tradition of two conquests
in one and the same year-in fact, in the same month. The
first was the triumphant entry into Santa Fe, and the second
was the battle that took place some days later after the
Tanos refused to evacuate the town and defied the Spaniards.
Here we have a clue as to where the statue of Our Lady
of the Conquest, "who was enclosed in a wagon," was kept
between December 18 and 31, and where she waited while
that other image of hers, the Remedios painting on the royal
standard, led the troops on the assault. It would be most
logical to believe that during the battle the women in the
civilian camp, with such men as were not in the battle,
unpacked the statue and set it up in a makeshift shrine
while they prayed for victory. This would be in line with
what Don Jose D. Sena remembers hearing from his forebears-that, prior to the erection of this chapel, a shrine of
cottonwood and juniper branches was erected every year for
the Rosario processions and novena of Masses. 61
Exactly when this chapel was begun and completed is
not certain. The Bishop of Durango granted the Hozio
petition in a letter of July 29, 1806, with permission for an
ordinary priest to bless it when finished; he also stated that
Mass might be celebrated in it, and the Sacraments of
Penance and Holy Eucharist administered, by any secular
or religious priest having the ordinary diocesan faculties.
"Let the chapel be constructed as directed, Santa Fe, October 6, 1806," reads an annotation to the Bishop's letter by
Real Alencaster, Governor of New Mexico. 62 If begun after
this date, or the following- spring (as is more likely), the
small building was finished by the fall of 1807. On August
31, 1808, Antonio Ortiz. as Mayordomo of the 1770 Confraternity, wrote the Governor regarding the general collection
of dues during the month of June in Santa Fe and surrounding districts, "for the cult and adornment of the new chapel
of N.S. del Rosario, who is venerated as Conquistadora of
61.
62.

HDe Vargas Procession," Santa Fe New Mexican, June 30, 1933, p. 4, c. 6-7.

AASF. See Note 41.
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this Province in this Parish Church. . . ." 63 "The new
chapel" clearly refers to the one in question, while the object
that gives it its name of Rosario is the statue known as Conquistadora in the north chapel of the Parroquia.
The faculties granted by the Bishop in 1806 were renewed by Don Juan Bautista Ladr6n de Guevara, Visitor
General, when he'visiteIT·Santa Fe on April 28, 1818. The
chapel was likewise examined and approved by the Vicar
General of Durango, Don Agustin Fernandez San Vicente,
on September 7, 1826. On September 22, 1833, Bishop
Zubiria, while on visitation, approved and renewed the foregoing grants, provided that the traditional devotion to the
Holy Mother was kept up. This last action by the Bishop
explains the temporary resurgence of zeal in the 1782 Confraternity book for this period. 64
The Rosario Chapel faced south, with a porched sacristy
extension to the rear on the east side. Without doubt it was
built in the native "Santa Fe-Pueblo" style of the times; but
in later years, sometime during the American occupation, and
before 1913, it had acquired a white lime coating and a brick
cornice in the so-called "Territorial" style of the period, as
may be seen in an old photograph in Prince's book. This
author, who believed that an older chapel had existed there
before this one, says that the picture was taken the day
before work was started on the new addition in 1914. This
latter was done under the supervision of Monsignor Fourchegu, Rector of the Cathedral, who had this much larger
addition built directly into the east lateral wall of the old
chapel, thus making the latter a sort of transept to the new
and longer nave. The whole structure was later fitted with
a gabled roof in a nondescript style with a false "Mission"
(California) parapet on the newer eastfa<;ade. But the
interior of the 1807 section remains the same, even to the
earthen floor and the "secular period" retablo against the
north wall.
According to Prince, Governor Mariano Martinez, the
last Governor sent from Mexico in the brief period that New
63.
64.

Sp. Arch., II, No. 2151.
AASF. See Note 41.
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Mexico was under Mexican rule, planned to have a shaded
park around the Rosario chapel, with a tree-lined avenue
leading to it from the town, ostensibly to make the annual
processions more beautiful. He had trees planted, and a
special acequia dug to the area for watering these trees.
But rapid changes in politics ended this laudable project.
The native Governor who succeeded Martinez was more
interested in his own affairs, besides being distracted by
rumors of an American invasion, which came soon after to
distract the inhabitants still more. "Perhaps before many
moons, some public-spirited citizen or patriotic city council
. . . may . . . make the dreary waste . . . a place of
beauty and joy forever." Prince wrote this in 1913. 65
CHAPTER IV
FIESTAS AND PROCESSIONS

The Lady festivals mentioned in the earliest Conquistadora fragments were four in number, according to Fr.
Espinola. 66 Fr. Diego de Chabarria in 1689 names two of
these, the Immaculate Conception (December 8) and the
Purification or Candlemas (February 2) .67 Since it is known
that two of the four feasts were celebrated in December,
probably the third was that of Our Lady of Guadalupe on
December 12. The fourth feast may well have been that held
on the first Sunday of October which, since the year 1571,
had been designated by Pope St. Pius V as the annual festival of the Holy Rosary. This last is again emphasized
as the principal feast of the Confraternity in its 1770 phase.
Fr. Dominguez names the patronal feast of St. Francis on
October 4, with Vespers and Mass, and the feast of the Holy
Rosary, also with Vespers and Mass. 68 Other Marian feasts
were solemnly observed, but not necessarily by the Confraternity as such. The week-day Masses often mentioned in
the early fragments were not feasts, properly speaking, but
65.
66.
67.
68.

Op. cit., p. 116.
Accounts, f. 20.
Ibid., f. 20v.
Op. cit., f. 4125.
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regular days in which Masses were offered throughout the
year for members of the Confraternity, over and above a
stated number offered for each deceased member following
his death.
As to Processions, just as a Confraternity revolved
around a specific image of its celestial Patron, so each solemn
festival was unfailingly observed with a High Mass, Vespers
on the eve, and a Procession after the Mass and very often
after the Vespers also. But how or when the present socalled "de Vargas Procession" began is impossible to say;
by this I mean the procession with the statue from the Conquistadorq, Chapel in the Parroquia tp the Rosario Chapel
outside the town, and the return procession nine days later.
There is no mention of such an observance in any of the old
Confraternity sources found so far, nor do Dominguez or
Candelaria make any such reference in their descriptions
of the solemnities observed on the first Sunday of October.
Father Hozio, in his petition for the new chapel, echoes the
people's belief that the statue rested at the Rosario site at
the time of the armed reconquest of Santa Fe, and so suggests the possibility that the processions to and from the
Parroquia were alteady taking place prior to 1806, the
faithful erecting a shrine of boughs every year, as Mr. Sena
recalls, which in turn suggested to them the need of a
permanent structure. Certain it is that since that time the
two processions have been held without interruption, with
the novena of Masses at the Rosario chapel prior ~o the
return of the statue to the Parroquia.
The reason for holding this double procession in summer is a mystery, since none of the four seventeenth-century
feasts occurred in early summer; in descriptions extant of
the 1770 phase of the Confraternity, nothing is said about
this matter either; not until 1887, when Father deFouri
wrote, do we have a definite statement that the first procession left the Cathedral on the Sunday after the Octave of
Corpus Christi, and that the return procession left the
Rosario chapel after nine Masses were sung there on consecutive days for a full novena. 69 However, there is no
69.

Op. cit., p. 15.
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reason to doubt that these processions had been observed at
such a time and in the same manner since the beginning of
the last century, either before or after the erection of the
Rosario Chapel.
In his newspaper article on the "De Vargas Procession,"
Mr. Sena describes these processions in days gone by. The
first one started from the Cathedral, after Mass in the morning,straight down San Francisco Street, then over to
Rosario Street, and to the chapel outside the town. Descansos, or shrines of rest, were erected at various stages:
the first one at the home of Dona Anamaria Ortiz, where
the present St. Francis School now stands (property recently
acquired by the La Fonda Hotel) ; the next stop was in
front of the Castrense, later the house of Felipito Delgado,
and in more modern times the Capital Restaurant and Mayflower Cafe; next the home of Don Gaspar Ortiz y Alarid,
the corner now occupied by the Santa Fe Book and Stationery Store; then the house of Felipe Delgado on the side of
the present Lensic Theater; after this the procession halted
at the home of Dona Guadalupe Miera at the intersection of
San Francisco and Rosario; and the last stop, before the
Rosario chapel was reached, was at the house of Don
Ambrosio Ortiz at the foot of the present Johnson Street.
At each shrine the priest incensed the statue and chanted
a prayer. Large arches spanned the streets at various intervals, and both sides of the route were lined with evergreens
stuck in the ground. The statue was returned just as solemnly
by the same route at the end of a full novena which ended
on Tuesday, and at six or seven o'clock in the morning. The
current practice is to hold the return procession on the
following Sunday, both processions being held in the afternoon, although another Mass is sung at the Rosario chapel
on the next day. All old photographs of church processions
on San Francisco Street and the Plaza show this "de Vargas
Procession." The annual Corpus Christi procession always
took a different direction, around the block on which the
Cathedral, hospital, and Archbishop's residence are now
located, until very recent years.
In his article, "The Virgin of the Reconquest," Dr.
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Espinosa shows how this double procession and its novena
of Masses parallels a similar tradition in Mexico City. There
Cortes also conquered with the aid of a "Lady," and he
dedicated a chapel in her honor. The Cortes statue was
carried every year, from the Cathedral of Mexico to that
chapel outside the city, and it was said that it grew heavier
on the return journey, as if the Lady were reluctant to leave
her own little chapel. This last bit of legend was also current
in Santa Fe. Because of these exact similarities, and since
de Vargas used only these two titles of Remedios and Conquista, the author concluded that no Conquistadora statue
existed during the Reconquest of New Mexico (only the
royal standard), or that, if it did exist, it acquired the title
of Rosario in relatively modern times.
,But now we know that the devotion of Nuestra Senora
del Rosario La Conquistadora did exist in New Mexico, long
before the de Vargas Reconquests of 1692 and 1693, and
continued after the Reconquest, with one interruption and
in two separate phases, until the present day. What, then,
about the uncanny similarities between the Santa Fe and
Mexico City traditions? The only answer is that the Santa
Fe devotees, made aware of a similar Conquistadora down
there, probably at the beginning of the nineteenth century
when traffic and interchange of personnel became more
common, took over the idea that de Vargas conquered
Santa Fe as Cortes had conquered Mexico, adopting the
practice of a double procession and a novena of Masses,
which in turn inspired the erection of the Rosario chapel
in 1807. As we have seen, all the old Conquistadora documents extant speak of one chapel only, the north chapel of
the Parroquia, and the only major celebrations are the
several Marian feasts in fall and winter without any mention
of double processions to and from the Parroquia and any'
other chapel.
Because neither the newly-found Conquistadora fragments nor previously-known sources refer directly and
uninterruptedly to every phase of the Conquistadora problem when taken singly, but rather lend their accumulated
force when taken as a whole, my experience in this study
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has been exactly like that of a person putting together a
large and complicated jig-saw puzzle. Most jagged pieces
themselves gave no hint as to what they might ultimately
represent, while some larger ones, or sections composed of
them, provided a lead for further fitting of other pieces.
Finally the general picture emerged, incomplete because
many pieces are still missing, but clear enough for one to
supply the missing parts and at the same time discard
extraneous bits of legend.
My conclusion, then, is that the devotion and Confraternity of Nuestra Senora del Rosario La Conquistadora
certainly existed in New Mexico in 1656-59, long before
the Indian Revolt of 1680, and perhaps had its beginnings
sometime after 1630 with the completion of the first permanent Parroquia, and around a statue placed there by Fr.
Benavides. The Confraternity, though not the devotion
itself, died out between the years 1726 and 1760, and was
completely forgotten by 1770 when the people "inaugurated"
a Confraternity and festival in honor of La Conquistadora
as "newly-chosen" Patroness of the Kingdom. The devotion
or cult, and the Confraternity in both its phases, revolved
around the image still venerated under the same name in
Santa Fe. This statue was "saved from the fury of the savages" in 1680, continued to be treasured at San Lorenzo during the 1680-1693 exile, and was returned with the colonists
"enclosed in a wagon." Her first permanent chapel after
the Reconquest, the new throne which de Vargas had resolved to build but which he never saw, was the north chapel
of the 1717 Parroquia which continues to serve as a sidechapel to the 1886 Lamy Cathedral.
Unfortunately, the inhabitants of New Mexico had
forgotten the true origin of this devotion and its famous
image. The loss or destruction of the old Confraternity books
in the middle of the eighteenth century, the indifference of
the friars when the vigor of their Custody was curtailed
at this period by the intrusion of the Diocese of Durango,
and the brief emergence of the Confraternity of Our Lady
of Light, all these helped to erase this and many other traditions and aspirations from popular memory. A last des-
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perate effort to re-capture this heritage, though done blindly,
was the 1770 revival of the Confraternity. The later unconscious association of the image with that of the Cortes tradition, dating from the nineteenth century, also shows this
inner desire to restore and hold to something great out of the
past that was fast fading away, and thus arose the parallel
legends of de Vargas' vow regarding a chapel and a procession, to accommodate which the Rosario chapel was built.
These nineteenth century accretions need not be decried; on
the contrary, they should be encouraged and perpetuated.
What each generation, each century, contributes to a popular tradition and custom, especially when the blood coursing
through the hearts of the people in each period is the same,
is not only legitimate but enriching as well. Yet, the true
origin of such an old tradition should not be lost sight of,
however much overlaid by these later additions. How
much more consoling and exhilarating it is for native
New Mexicans to know that this very same charm:ing little
image in their midst united their forefathers in expressing
their common social, national, and religious aspirationsnot merely since the de Vargas Reconquest, as they have
believed until now, but also in those sad days of the Indian
Revolt and the heavy years of exile, and even as far back as
those dim times three full centuries ago when their pioneer
forebears were building up the "Kingdom of New Mexico
and the Villa of the Holy Faith," of both of which La Conquistadora was "Patroness and Queen."
CHAPTER V
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF LA CONQUISTADORA FRAGMENTS*

(a) Inventory, 9 if., if. 3-11
f3 I, Captain Alonso del Rio, Mayordomo 70 of the Confraternity of
Our Lady La Conquistadora, declare that I received everything contained of the valuables and things belonging to said Confraternity from
• Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Spanish Period, No. 1.
70. The title and office of Mayordomo corresponds to those of the Premdent of
present day societies and clubs as well as those of the Commander of our Veterans'
organizations. For this reason the Spanish term is used throughout.
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the Maestre de Campo Francisco Gomez Robledo, past Mayordomo of
said Confraternity in the year of Eighty-four; and acknowledging
from memoranda and receipts which the Reverend Father Preacher
Fray Francisco de Vargas, minister president of the Real of San
Lorenzo, has presented, that eighty-four pesos of the Confraternity
are due him from the said year of Eighty-four when the dues were
not sufficient, during the term of said Mayordomo Francisco Gomez
Robledo, yet in everything else I declare that I received it correctly
and legally, without a single thing of value missing. Which ceremony
of delivery took place before the Father Preacher Fray Francisco de
Vargas, minister president of the Real of San Lorenzo, there being
present together the Alferez Francisco Lucero de Godoy, Pedro
Hidalgo, and the Alferez BIas Griego, secretary and deputy of said
Confraternity. And that it may so appear for all time, the said Father
[and] Mayordomo of the year Eighty-four signed it, on the twentysixth day of the month of February, of the year Sixteen Hundred and
Eighty-five.
Fray Francisco de Vargas Francisco Gomez Robledo Alonso del Rio
Francisco Mateo Lucero de Godoy
Before me the secretary
Pedro Hidalgo
BIas Griego
f3v

In this Real of San Lorenzo, on the Eighth day of the month of
October, the year of Eighty-six, our Reverend Father Fray Pedro
Gomez, President, Vice-Custos, and Ecclesiastical Judge Ordinary of
these Provinces of New Mexico, audited the valuables and clothing of
the Queen of the Angels 71 La Conquistadora, a Confraternity which
is located 72 in this said Real; and having seen and examined all the
valuables contained in the past record, his Reverend Paternity found
some things unbecoming, thoroughly worn out and old, all of which
he declared to be outworn; his Reverend Paternity ordered that from
the clothing which could be made use of, for some vestment 73 or
chasuble, that this be done, or that it be applied to some other object
necessary for the adornment of the Queen of the Angels; and likewise
if some valuable item or valuables could be exchanged, that this might
be done, and the alms applied to other expenses of the Confraternity.
Everything being cleared, of what there is today at hand, and might
be of becoming use, the following inventory was made:

Images
First of all, the figure of Our Lady La Conquistadora, of a vara in
height, a little more, in the round.
71. This Marian title is distinctly Franciscan, being that of the Mother-Church
in Assisi, the Portiuncula. Hence the friars, and the people influenced by them, Use
it frequently when referring to the Virgin.
72. Fundada. "'Founded" connotes the place of origin. The same expression is
used later on at Santa Fe. See Minutes, f. Iv.
73. Ornamento. A peculiarly Spanish designation for a chasuble, alone or in
combination with its stole and maniple.
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Furthermore a Holy Christus, in the round, of a vara and a half in
height; an Infant Jesus in the round, a little more than half a vara;
three canvases a vara and a half high, one of Our Lady of Guadalupe,
another of Our Father St. Francis, and the other of St. Anthony;
an Infant Jesus, in the round, a thumb-to-forefinger span high; 74
an image of the Sagrario. 75
Jewels
First of all a small gold pyx; 76 small stamps of tortoise-shell; four
Agnus-Dei of abalone; another reliquary of St. Didacus'of gilt copper;
a gilt silver rose with five stones; a small filigree cross; (Marginal
note: It was declared outworn, to be made into a nail 77 for Our Lady
and a little filigree rose); three pairs of ear-rings, one pair of pearls
and gold, and the other two of gilt silver with their stones, some green
and others red; a little four-string pearl choker with a gold lamb;
another of four strings of pearls, two others of brass, one of six strings
with a silver cross, and the other of five with its little gold Cross
and its tinsel; another little brass choker of three strings mixed with
corals; another little choker of nine thick corals and gilt beads; a
rosary of corals linked with little silver shells without a cross; another
rosary of peje fishbone; a silver rose, broken.

Dresses
First of all a dress of white lame with its gold galoon and small red
fringe, lined with blue; a dress of flowered tapestry with scallops of
silver and gold lined with red linen; another green dress of satin with
silver scallops, lined with blue linen; another brown dress, flowered,
74. Un xeme de alto. This might be the tiny Infant with golden shoes which
was in the Cathedral Museum. The other Infant of more than half a vara, just
mentioned. might be the one described as holding a cross in both hands in 1697.
(Inventory, f. 8.) There is one like it in the Cathedral Museum which is of the
period and holds a long tubular cross of silver; naked and anatomically complete,
it is tied to an upright stake on its small platform in order to stand erect. The·
present platform and stake are relatively modern.
75. SagraTia: A place to keep' sacred vessels, a tabernacle or altar or shrine in
which the Eucharist is reserved, in some great cathedrals the chapel which serves as
a parish church. The use of the term here is baffling.
76. ViTil: A glass-faced receptacle shaped like a watch or a modern lady's compact, also applied to such receptacles without any glass. If intended to hold the
Sacred Host, or the golden lunula holding the Host, for insertion into a monstrance
for exposition, it is correctly called a pyx or, with a gold half~moon clip inside for
the Host, a lunula. The old Spanish word for the monstrance is custodia.
But if made to enclose relics, it is properly called a theca and, not quite correctly,
a reliquary. The reliquary proper is shaped like a monstrance on a smaller scale,
a~d the theca inserted into it as the lunula is inserted in the nlonstrance or
ostensorium.
An Agnus Dei (literally, Lamb of God) was a piece of wax stamped with the
figure of a lamb and blessed by the Pope; this was encased in a viTil or theca for
protection, and so it came to be applied also to the theca holding relics, especially
those of unidentified martyrs of the Roman catacombs.
77. A golden pin inserted into the top of a statue's head to hold a crown secure.
The Conquistadora statue has a hole on the top of the head. reinforced with a perforated iron clip nailed on top of the hole.
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f 4. with gold scallops, lined with red glazed linen; another dress of
. half lame with blue flowers on white background, with gold scallops, lined with red glazed linen; two skirts, one of drab camlet, and the
other of blue satin; four hoods, one of gold and silk of double knit with
scallops of the same, and two of snakeskin, and one of netting; two
other white hoods of thread crape, and small kerchief; a black skirt of
ribbed silk, lined with blue linen-the blue skirt was declared outworn,
and designated to be made into a drape for the cross. 78

Mantles
First of all a blue satin mantle embroidered with gold and silver in
flower-work; another of blue damask with its scallops of gold; another
of greenish taffeta with its scallops of gold; two others of white satin,
plain; another blue mantle of taffeta with its scallops of gold; another
black mantle of silk, Sevilla-style.

Chenvises
First of all seven chemises with their ruffs worked in different colors;
two others of cambric, plain.
Trappings for the Palanquin 79
First of all the trappings for the palanquin of white satin, embroidered
with green; other trappings for the palanquin, black of Castilian baize.
Altar Cloths
First of all a cloth of Rauen linen, worked with blue; another cloth
worked with rose; furthermore, three feather-dusters of fine plumes.
Jewels and Clothing of the Holy Christus 80
First of all three bedsheets of Rouen linen with their scallops; a purple
coverlet of lame with flowers, lined with silver-threaded taffeta; another coverlet of white Chinese silk; five silk pillows, two embroidered
and glossy with their lace-work; another pillow of Rouen linen worked
with orange and blue silk; a pillowslip of yellow glazed linen.
Clothing of the Infant
First of all a rose dress with his cord and crown; two' cambric shirts;
f 4. (Marginal note: There aren't any.) another shirt of metal-twist;
. v another shirt of netting; a dress of white fabric lined with blue
taffeta; another dress of red moire [?]; another dress of green satin,
with the pants [or hose] of red satin; a banner of white lame with the
cross of blue glass and silver tips; two little dresses of the Infant of St.
78. Manga: Some sort of sleeve-like fabric shield put on crosses in those times.
79. Las a-ndas: a litter, bier, or platform, for carrying images in procession.
80. This Christus, mentioned in the beginning after the Virgin, seems to have
been a representation of the dead Savior in the sepulchre. This kind of figure is listed
repeatedly in later inventories and could well be the one still to be Been in the north
chapel. Their respective lengths, however, do not quite tally.
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Anthony, and three little shirts; a veil of blue taffeta with silver
scallops; another of plain blue taffeta; a knitted snake of native
thread; a bronze Infant a little less than half a vara long ;81 a trunk
in which the clothing is kept; another chest, cedar, a vara long;
another large chest, this chest was condemned because it was broken
to pieces. (Marginal note: This chest was condemned by order of our
Reverend Father Fray Pedro Gomez, Vice-Custos of this .Holy
Custody.)
All of which entries, just as they are specified in detail, were
handed over to the Mayordomo, Alonso del Rio; so that at all times he
be bound to turn things in accordingly as contained in this book, reminding him that if he should enter something better or an addition,
he must enter it in all detail at the end of this order---except ribbons
or tape, since these are expendable things and can easily be lost; for
although it might happen that the members, at the time it is asked
of them, will give some ribbons or tape by way of dues, these may be
specified at the time of accounting or delivery [of the office] by the
Mayordomo to whomsoever succeeds him. And thanks are given him
for the fine way in which he has worked, and the neatness with which
he keeps the Confraternity's property. Thus his Reverend Paternity
provided, ordered, and signed on said day, month and year, as above.
Fray Pedro Gomez
Vice-Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge
Before me
Fray Jose de Espinola
Secretary and Apostolic Notary
Additions which the Mayordomo of the Confraternity has made
this year of Sixteen Hundred Eighty-seven. First of all, a dress of
blue camlet which the Sargento Mayor Roque Madrid gave; a silver
crown which Francisco Lucero de Godoy gave as dues to the Queen
of the Angels when the Captain Alonso del Rio was Mayordomo.
This book was audited in which are set down all the things belongf 5 ing to the devotion and adornment of the Queen of the Angels, La
. Conquistadora, and everything is right and legal according to its
entries, all kept with neatness and cleanliness, for all of which thanks
are given [to the Mayordomo] for the care and support he has shown
in everything pertaining to the Confraternity; and likewise for having
made some additions which some benefactors have given during his
term by way of valuables, such as dresses; and he is charged in the
future not to fail in the support of said ConfraternitY,soliciting the
usual dues, marking down clearly who gave them; and that it may
81. The Infant of St. Anthony: there is a St. Anthony of the period in the
Cathedral Museum, and the beautiful little Child is removable. But the bronze Infant
must have disappeared long ago.
The "snake" mentioned between these two items could have been the banding
used to lash the large standing Child to the pedestal. See note 74.
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so appear at all times, his Reverend Paternity signed it on the Fourteenth day of the month of April of Sixteen Hundred and Eighty-seven,
in this Real and Villa of San Lorenzo, before me the undersigned
notary.
Fray Nicolas Lopez
Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge
Fray Cristobal Dl1za
Apostolic Vice-Notary
On the Ninth day of June of Sixteen Hundred and Eighty-eight,
Francisco Lucero de Godoy added a dress of white French figured silk,
when the Sargento Mayor Alonso del Rio was Mayordomo; furthermore some ear-rings of imitation pearls, and little mirrors, and a
small mirror with a lead oval frame. Furthermore, another dress of
green French figured silk which Francisco Lucero de Godoy gave for
the bronze Infant Jesus. (Marginal note: This was given over to St.
Michael.) 82
This book was audited in which are set down the things and
valuables belonging to Our Lady La Conquistadora, and it is correct
and legal according to its entries [kept] with all neatness and cleanliness, for all of which thanks are given [to the Mayordomo] for the
care and support he has shown in all that pertains to the Confraternity; and likewise for the additions which have been donated during
his time; and he is charged that in the future he may neither fail nor
falter in the support of the Confraternity, soliciting the usual dues
and setting down with clarity those who give them; and that it may
so appear, his Reverence signed it on the Twelfth day of the month
of August of Sixteen Hundred and Eighty-eight, in this Real of San
Lorenzo, before me the undersigned notary.
Fray Pedro Gomez
Vice-Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge
Before me
Fray Antonio de Azevedo
Apostolic Notary
82. One of the Conquistadora traditions, nearly forgotten now, is that the statues
of the Infant Jesus and of St. Michael went into battle together with that of the
Virgin. (Espinosa, "The Virgin of the Reconquest.") And here, strange to say, these
two statues are prominently mentioned more than once.
Regarding the San Miguel image, it is worthwhile touching here on a Confraternity of St. Michael which was apparently founded at the time, and for the purpose
of collecting money for the project, when the San Miguel chapel was restored in 1710.
All that we know of the society is found in a testimony of the expenses incurred,
a document which is treated in full by George Kubler in his brochure, The Rebuilding
oj San Miguel at Santa Fe in 1710 (Colorado Springs, 1939). Here also is mentioned
a statue of St. Michael around which the Confraternity revolved; and it could have
been this one of the Rosary Confraternity, for the same tradition treated by Espinosa
in his aforementioned article also held that the St. Michael taken into battle was
the one later kept lin San Miguel chapel. All this makes one suspect that the Conquistadora statue, together with the larger Infant and San Miguel, might have gone into
battle after all, even though documentary proof of this fact is still lacking.
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f.5v

I, Fray Diego de Chabarria, certify that the Confraternity. of Our
Lady of the Rosary spent twenty-four pesos for ·beeswax, all
of which was used up in the festivities of Our Lady, at the expense
of her Mayordomo, Alonso del Rio; because it so appears to me I give
this certification today, Wednesday, Second of February of Sixteen
Hundred and Eighty-nine.
Fray Diego de Chabarria
(The above entry crossed out with a few oblique strokes. On the margin: It does not count, erased.)
This book was audit~d in which are set down the things and
vaiuables pertaining to Our Lady, La Conquistadora, and it is correct
and legal according to its entries, with all neatness and cleanliness,
for all of which thanks are given [to the Mayordomo] for the care
and support he has shown in everything pertaining to the Confraternity; and likewise for the additions which have been donated during
his time; and he is charged in the future that he neither fail nor
falter in the support of the Confraternity in collecting the dues; and
because some things are no longer serviceable for the use to which
they were destined, the Mayordomo of said Confraternity is ordered
that certain skirts of Our Lady, of brown camlet lined with purple
glazed linen, be declared outworn, and that some hangings be made
from them for the palanquin; and a tinsel crown with gold flowers
[be also condemned]; and that some ribbons be made into rosettes
for the said Image of Our Lady, also applying to the palanquin some
pieces of figured Rouen linen; and that some sandals of the Holy
Christus be declared outworn. Thus Our Reverend Father Fray Francisco de Vargas, Preacher and Custos, and Ecclesiastical Judge
Ordinary of this Holy Custody of the Conversion of St. Paul of New
Mexico, provided and ordered, on the Twenty-third of May of Sixteen
Hundred and Eighty-nine, before me the undersigned notary.
Fray Francisco de Vargas
Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge
Before me
Fray Agustin de Colina
Apostolic Notary
When Our Reverend Father Fray Francisco de Vargas, P:;:eacher,
Custos, and Ecclesiastical Judge Ordinary of these Provinces and
Kingdom of New Mexico, was auditing the book of valuables pertaining
to the Confraternity of Our Lady, La Conquistadora, in this Real of
San Lorenzo, his Paternity found not a thing missing, examining its
entries in this book; of course, his Paternity ordered the Mayordomo
of said Confraternity to condemn a black satin skirt and have it made
into a drape 83 for the cross; likewise, a small cross and a little filigree
rose, to make from them a nail for the crown of Our Lady;84 and
83.

84.

See note 78.
See note 77.
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f.6 the Mayordomo having been charged to give an account before us,
together with his deputies, his Very Reverend Paternity examined
the records and books in which the members are set down; and said
Mayordomo being charged concerning the number of the members set
down, and what could be seen of the dues, and his expenses of the
Confraternity, we noticed that the dues of some of the members were
missing; when said Mayordomo had presented his receipts, and among
them one [point that stood out] is that many of the members of this
Kingdom are absent, here he gave us a satisfactory account from
his own memory, and declared what he knew at present regarding
the dues, which are a hundred and forty-one pesos, paid through the
Syndic 85 to the Father Preacher Fray Jose Espinola Almonacid,
minister of said Convent of the Real of San Lorenzo, who [the latter
two] declared this to be the truth. And at the request of the Mayordomo and the members, they petitioned his Reverend Paternity to
make a new roster-book of the members; his Paternity realized from
said book and petition that the making of a new book was most convenient [for] listing the members who at present are found in this
Kingdom, and among these the ones who give and help with their dues
each year, so that said Mayordomo may give his accounts in the future
without anyone, who is approached with care, failing by this procedure towards the utility and welfare of the members, living and
deceased, so that Justice is distributive and all partake of the divine
suffrages; and because his Very Reverend Paternity recognized the
labor, solicitude, and effort with which said Mayordomo and deputies
of said Confraternity work to increase it, we give thanks for the job
well done as they promise us to try hard in the future not to fail
this order, both those who are at present [officers] and those who
may be in the future. Thus his Reverend Paternity provided, ordered,
and signed it on the Fourteenth of May of Sixteen Hundred and
Ninety-one, before me the undersigned secretary and Apostolic Notary
-and likewise his Reverend Paternity ordered that the old book be
preserved, and he signed it on said day, month and year, as above.
Fray Francisco de Vargas
Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge
Before
Fray Antonio Guerra
Secretary and Apostolic Notary
On the Thirtieth day of the Month of November of Sixteen Hundred and Ninety-one, the Alferez Francisco Lucero de Godoy gave as
dues 86 a dress for the most holy Virgin of Chinese figured silk, or
figured satin which is mostly red, with its . . . . . [illegible] of the
85. S£ndico: The layman who handled the Franciscans' finances.
81l. Limosna: Alms, literally; then carried over to mean the dues required periodically of the members. Many times it is difficult or even impossible to distinguish the
dues from Borne extra free donation.
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f.Gv sa:ne material, the Sargento Mayor Fr~ncisco ~naya AI~azan
bemg Mayordomo. Furthermore, a tUnIC of whIte embrOIdered
gauze which a member, named Juana de Aleman, gave as dues.
On his juridical Visit, Our ReveI;end Father Fray Joaquin de
Hinojosa, Preacher, Vice-Custos, and Ecclesiastical Judge Ordinary
of these Provinces and Kingdom of New Mexico, examined this book
in which are entered the valuables of the Confraternity: and having
seen that there are some things which, according to what has been
decreed by the Holy Office, must not be put on Images, but rather
that from the hoods and chemises some tabernacle veils 87 may be
made, and that [material] from the dresses of the Infant Jesus be
applied to other things of his cult; and the beads, pearls, and jewels
can be given as well-applied to the shrine of the Most Blessed Sacrament, the ownership of all this always remaining with the Confraternity of Our Lady La Conquistadora. The hat was declared outworn;
and let some rosettes be made from the plumes. And the Infant Jesus'
green dress of figured satin was turned over to the image of St.
Michael. And inasmuch as the Mayordomo and deputies of this Confraternity claimed ownership of a silver lamp which was in the
Convent of Socorro, it was given to them because it belongs to the
Confraternity, together with a silver vase without base-there being
until now no other [claim] to the contrary. And a silver diadem was
given to them in lieu of a silver crown which, they say, was lost and
belongs to the Confraternity. And for better government of said Confraternity, and so that those who are remiss in their dues may not
think that they participate in the suffrages without helping the Confraternity as they ought--his Reverend Paternity decreed that, when
one or some of the members are remiss for three or four years
successively, the Mayordomo must request the Father Guardian of this
Convent of the Real to admonish them publicly; and if they do not
amend, they will be erased from the roster of the book and may not
participate in the usual suffrages; and he will request the same of
the Fathers Minister of the rest of the Convents of this Kingdom.
And regarding the dues in arrears: the absent representatives 88 will
be approached for their dues, and those dues which should be acquired
from former years must always be noted down as such; so that in
the Visitation everything is patent. And the old book, which is not
in a decent condition, will be burned, after the [names of] the members
have been transferred. And as to the present Mayordomo, the Sargento
Mayor Cristobal Tapia, and Deputies, many and repeated thanks are
given him for the additions made and the punctuality with which he
has worked; we charge him anew that he continue in his faithfulness,
which the Queen of the Angels, Our Lady, will reward for the services
87. Palias: Altar-cloths, if made of linen. Tabernacle-veils, if made of any other
material. and covered with embroidery.
88. Podatarios: Those who have power of attorney. How these absent individuals
will be reached is not clear.
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in behalf of her devotion. Thus his Reverend Paternity provided,
ordered, and signed on the First of September of this year of Sixteen
Hundred and Ninety-two, before me the undersigned Secretary and
Apostolic Notary.
Fray Joaquin de Hinojosa
Ecclesiastical Judge
Before me
Fray Agustin de Colina
Secretary and Apostolic Notary
f.7 A silver lamp which was brought out of New Mexico [and] which.·
was kept at the Convent of Socorro and was returned to the Confraternity because it was its property.89 Furthermore, a silver diadem
which belonged to the Convent of el Paso, and was exchanged for a
silver crown which belonged to this Confraternity.
The Maestre de Cam;po and Lieutenant General, Luis Granillo,
Mayordomo of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary, Juan del
Rio, Francisco Jurado, Juan Pacheco, and Cristobal Jaramillo, deputies, and Pedro Hidalgo, secretary, declare and certify that we received
all the valuables accordingly as are contained in the record of this
book, except: what the preceding auto of our Reverend Father ViceCustos, Fray Joaquin de Hinojosa, declared as outworn in the Visitation, and that it may so appear we signed it, of those who know how
to sign, on the Twenty-third of the Month of May of Sixteen Hundred
and Ninety-three.
Luis Granillo
Juan Pacheco
Juan del Rio
Pedro Hidalgo
Secretary
Additions which the Lieutenant General of this Kingdom, Luis
Granillo, has made from the years Ninety-two and three, until that
of Ninety-five, during which there was elected as Mayordomo the Lord
Governor and Captain-General Don Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan
Ponce de Leon, and as his assistant :Mayordomo, the aforesaid Lieutenant General, Luis Granillo.
First of all a vestment of Chinese damask, yellow and white, which
consists of a chasuble, stole, maniple, frontal, chalice pall, and burse
for corporals; said vestment proceeding from some East Indian
goods which the Lord Governor g:::ve as dues. (Marginal notes:
Further, three pesos were spent in providing said vestment. Further,
six varas of thin sash that serve the Lady, which are worth three
f.7v pesos.-A large box with its lock and a small box inside.) Further, six brass candlesticks; a tin-sheet lantern, large, and [with]
89. One reference which points to the existence of the Confraternity before
the Indian revolt.
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glass windows; an iron rod two varas long for Our Lady's curtain; a
large canopy of double taffeta, red and yellow, which serves as a
throne-canopy which the Lord Governor gave as dues. Furthermore
he left sixteen wax candles.

Additions of the year 95
First of all, two silver candlesticks which the Lord Governor,
Mayordomo of the Confraternity, gave. A dress of blue, flowered silk
brocade lined with red taffeta; four varas and a half of red silk ribbon
two fingers wide, all for said dress; a camlet chemise with lace; ~ seatcovering [?] of silk, white, green, and yellow.
I, Captain Antonio Montoya, assistant Mayordomo, declare, totogether with the deputies and secretary, that I received of the Lieutenant General Luis Granillo all the valuables accordingly as they
are set down in this book, and that it may so appear we signed it
on the Fifteenth of April of this Year of Sixteen Hundred and
Ninety-three.
Antonio de Montoya
Luis Martin
Sebastian Gonzales

Before me
Antonio Lucero de Godoy
Secretary of said Confraternity

f 8 I, the Captain Don Alonso, declare that, as assistant Mayordomo
. of the Mother of God, I received from the Captain, Antonio Montoya, the following valuables:
First of all, Our Lady La Conquistadora with dress, mantle,91
silver crown, an Agnus-Dei, a theca, and a Rosary; furthermore, the
Child Jesus with a Cross in its hands and a silvered band and base;92
another Child of bronze; a "Jesus the Nazarene" on canvas; Our
Lady of the Sagrario on canvas; Our Lady of Solitude on canvas; Our
Lady of Remedios painted on elkskin; Our Lady of the Rosary on
the guidon;93 another Child Jesus of wood; a silver lamp; a glass
lantern;
91. Ornamento is used here, perhaps because it looked like a chasuble to this
layman's eye.
92. Supcana: (Latin: 8upcdaneum.) The platform before an altar, or a platformlike pedestal for a statue. This one is mentioned in connection with a silvered band
of the Child Jesus, which is significant. See notes 74 and 8l.
93. Three of these' Madonna paintings are intriguing: 1) Our Lady of the
Sagrario, because of its puzzling name; 2) Our Lady of Re?,LCdios on elkskin. because
it brings to mind a large charming painting of the Virgin with a giant Rosary and
the legend: Ymagcn MilagTosa de N1testra Sciiora de Be.qona, 1608. It is in the
Galisteo church, a successor of the postwReconquest Galisteo Mission of Our Lady of
Remedio8; 3) Our Lady of the Rosary on the guidon or banner. See note 40. Perhaps.
too, Aguilar, a layman and il soldier, switched the names around, so that the Lady
on the guidon is Remedios and the one on elJ{skin is mistakenly called Hthe Rosary."
This bears looking into because Antonio Jose Ortiz' homewchapeI in Santa Fe was
used as parish church while he was rebuilding and enlarging the Parroquia after
1798, and his immediate descendants had much to do with the Galisteo churches.
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f.8v Furthermore, six candlesticks, four small and two large; eleven
bronze candlesticks (Marginal note: The small ones belong to the
church, and only two to the Confraternity); eight dresses which with
the one the Virgin has on, are nine. Likewise I received all the
clothing that belongs to the most holy Virgin, and that it may so
appear I sign it with the deputies on the Third of February of the
Year of 1697.
Alfonso Rael de Aguilar
Antonio Montoya
At the request of Sebastian
Gonzales
Jose de Contreras
At the request of Luis Martin
Jose de Contreras
f.9 I, Sebastian Gonzales, assistant Mayordomo, declare that I received on the Third Day of March of 1698, from the hand of the
Captain Don Alonso Rael de Aguilar, the following valuables which
are the property of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary.
The Lord Governor and Captain-General Don Pedro Rodriguez
de Cuber0 94 gave as an addition the following: an imperial gold-plated
silver crown, inlaid and garnished with stones. Further, a dress of red
brocade with its blue mantle of the same.
The Lord General Don Diego de Vargas gave a blue figured-silk
dress and white mantle; and a white frontal of gold-lace, and a
chasuble of the same.
The Mayordomo, Sebastian Gonzales, added some altar-cloths, a
tabernacle-veil figured with silk, and twelve candlesticks.
A uto of Visitation. In the Villa of Santa Fe, on May Thirtieth of
Seventeen Hundred and Two, Our Reverend Father Fray Antonio
Guerra, Preacher, Custos of the Holy .Custody of the Conversion of St.
Paul, and Ecclesiastical Judge Ordinary by Apostolic Authority of
this Kingdom and Provinces of New Mexico, etc., in making his juridical Visitation, his Reverend Paternity ordered Sebastian Gonzales
Bernal, assistant Mayordomo, to appear in order to give the accounts
of the dues which the Confraternity of Our Lady La Conquistadora
has received. Whp appeared before his Reverend Paternity with the
books of said Confraternity and, when his entries had been examined,
it was discovered that nine years 95 had passed without the accounts
being kept, for which reason they were full of confusion and almost
impossible to adjust. Wherefore his Reverend Paternity ordered that
henceforth the Mayordomo must make a book in which he shall set
94. Cubero, de Vargas' successor as Governor. also took over as Mayordomo of
the Confraternity. Could it be that the Reconqui8tador, mentioned right after, Bent
hiB gift from his jail-cell in Santa Fe 1
95. Since 1698, the year of the Reconquest and the return of the colonists.
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down with all clarity and exactness whatever he should receive as dues,
and their distribution and expenditure.
t9
And every four months he must come with said book to this Con. v vent of said Villa and, together with the Father Guardian of it
(to whom his Reverend Paternity grants his authority for this purpose) let the accounts be adjusted, and signed by both, so that at the
end of the year, when the election of the Mayordomo is held, they may
be made public to the members, and it may be seen how their dues have
been employed in the Masses, feasts, and functions of Our Lady, and in
some additions; and this will serve them as a solace, and the faithful
will be encouraged to have themselves inscribed in this holy brotherhood; and likewise with this diligence the Prelate on his Visitation will
have less work to go through; and should he discover some omission on
the part of the Mayordomo and deputies, they shall be debarred from
exercising said offices; and those who should work faithfully the Divine
Majesty of God our Lord will reward them with spiritual gifts, favoring them as servants of the Queen of the Angels. Thus his Reverend
Paternity provided, ordered, and signed on said day, month and year,
as above, before me the undersigned notary.
Fray Antonio Guerra
Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge
Before me
Fray Miguel Muiiiz
Apostolic Notary

t.lO

In the Villa of Santa Fe, on the First Day of the Month of May
of Seventeen Hundred and Four, I, the Captain Juan Paez Hurtado,96 Lieutenant General and Captain-General of this Kingdom of
New l\'[exico, as Mayordomo of the Confraternity of Our Lady La Conquistadora, received from Sebastian Gonzales all the valuables belonging to the Confraternity, the tenor of which is as follows:
First of all, a new red dress of silk with gold flowers, embellished
with a fine French galoon matching the flowers of the silk fabric, with
a mantle of gold-flowered blue silk with the same embellishment;
another dress of blue gold-flowered Florentine silk, much worn out,
without mantle; another dress of Florentine silk with red, green, and
blue flowers, worn-out, and without mantle; another dress of white
lame, old, with a mantle of white gold-flowered silk embellished with
an imitation gold galloon a finger wide; another dress of brown silk
with white flowers, embellished with imitation buttons which serve as
a border, old, and without mantle; another white dress of old tapestry
embellished with gold-point lace, without mantle; another dress of
t.tO green tapestry without embellishment and mantle, much worn
out; another dress of blue camlet with old blue embroidered man--9:--6:--.--=H=-e-succeeded de Vargas as acting Governor in April, 1704; on May 1 he
took over as Mayordomo of the Confraternity-and three days later he entered
his petition to marry Dona Teodora Garcia de Is Riva. Years later, both came to rest
in the ConquiBtadora chapel.
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tIe; a gilt silver crown with 25 imitation stones, green, blue, and red,
with its surmounting cross; another old, plain, silver crown; some altarcloths of Rouen linen five varas long; three bedsheets, two of Morlaix
linen and one of Rouen, with Lorraine lace; a quilt of purple Chinese
lame, embellished with a wide lace of native thread, lined with greenish
taffeta; a cushion of black plain taffeta and another of said taffeta;
a corpse-kerchief 97 of Brittany linen with fine point lace; an old gilt
Agnus-Dei of silver with relics of different saints; a little gold deer
[?] with an uneven pearl; a gilt silver rose with five stones, and the
said stones imitation, white, blue, and green; some Chamberg-style earrings of. gilt silver filigree with two blue imitation stones and two
crystal globules, and each ear-ring with two pendants of four fine
pearls each; some other ear-rings of gilt silver filigree, each with a crystal amulet; a gold reliquary inlaid with blue, with four little pillars at
f.ll the corners; a coral rosary with seven mysteries on a silver chain;
another rosary of mermaid-bone [sea-cow] with seven mysteries 98 ; three dresses for the Child,99 one purple, another red, and another
white, all old; all of which aforesaid valuables I have received, as has
been said, and that it may so appear, I signed it on said day as above.
Juan Paez Hurtado
Likewise, a tabernacle-veil of green puffed [?] silk moire [?] which the
wife of the negro drummer 100 gave to Our Lady La Conquistadora; a
skirt of green camlet which Micaela de Velasco gave to Our Lady, and
which is worn beneath the dress.
[F. llv is blank.]
(b) Accounts, I f., f.20
f.20

I, Fray Francisco de Vargas, state that I have received from the
Mayordomo, Alonso del Rio, as well as from the deputies, the
dues consisting of one hundred and three pesos and four tomines, on the
account of the Confraternity of Our Lady La Conquistadora, which
dues are applied in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass for the benefit of the
souls of the members of the Confraternity, both living and dead: espe97.

See note 80.
98. A mystery. also called a udecade," consists of one Paternoster and ten
Avemarias. The common "Dominican" rosary is composed of five mysteries, on which
are prayed the three sets of Joyful, Sorrowful, and Glorious Mysteries (or incidents)
in the life of Christ and His Mother. But this twice-mentioned rosary has seven
decades or mYsteries, and therefore is the Franciscan Rosary composed of one set
of Se~en JoyOUS Mysteries only. Very likely this was the one prayed exclusively by
the New Mexicans in those days.
99. This seems to be the Child of the Conquistadora.
100. Sebastian Rodriguez, drummer, widower of Isabel Olguin, and Bon of
Manuel Rodriguez and Maria Fernandez, both Negroes of Luanda, in Guinea, married
Juana de la Cruz, coyota, of unknown parents, May 12, 1697. In 1707 he deeded some
land in Santa Fe south of the river" to Micaela de Velasco, the donor mentioned fn
the same paragraph.
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cially the said dues which said Alonso del Rio finished collecting, which
was to pay eighty-four pesos which the Confraternity owed in the time
of the preceding Mayordomo, Francisco Gomez Robledo, who found the
alms insufficient because the members were in dire need and not all
could give, and so the present Mayordomo, having carried out his duties
punctually, finished collecting said dues, and without owing me anything since the time that he has had the Confraternity under his care.
Moreover, I do know from experience that he does it with charity, zeal,
and solicitude, along with the deputies who accompany him, each one
of whom takes pains to excel in the service of the Most Serene Queen
of Heaven, Most Holy Mary. And that this my receipt will always so
appear, I signed it on the Eighth day101 of the Month of May, Sixteen
Hundred and Eighty-five.
Fray Francisco de Vargas·

I, Fray Jose de Espinola, Father and minister president of this
Real of San Lorenzo, state that I have received from Captain Alonso
dEll Rio, Mayordomo of the Confraternity of the Queen of the Angels,
La Conquistadora, one hundred and sixty~three pesos since the Seventh
of June for the Masses of the members living and deceased, and likewise of the four festivities of the Queen of the Angels, and so that this
may so appear at all times, I gave this along with a receipt in duplicate·
of the Reverend Father Fray Juan Munoz of the time when he said the
f.20v Masses, and in confirmation I signed it on the Second day of the
month of February of this current year of Eighty-six.
Fray Jose de Espinola
I, Fray Diego de Chabarria, Preacher and Father Minister president of this Real of San Lorenzo, state that I have received from Captain Alonso del Rio,102 Mayordomo of the Confraternity of Our Lady
of the Rosary La Conquistadora, eighty pesos since the Thirteenth of
October for Masses for members of the Confraternity, living and
deceased, as well as for two feasts which were celebrated in honor of
Our Lady, the one of the Conception, the other of the Purification, and
that this may so appear at all time I gave a receipt on the Second day
of the month of February of Eighty-nine.
Fray Diego de Chabarria
£.1

(c) Accounts, "Cuaderno Segundo," 1 f.
Second Volume in twenty-two leaves.

101. A hole was already punched in the paper when Fr. de Vargas wrote on
it, so that the word dias in the next line curves down to avoid it. Four years after,
Fr. Chabarria wrote the last three letters of Rosario on the punched flap adhering
to the reverse side of the sheet.
102. Captain Alonso del Rio lost everything in the Pueblo Revolt. He did not
return to New Mexico in 1693, but remained stationed at the el Paso presidio, and
was considered an "old-timer" there in 1709. Undoubtedly he. was one of the members
who kept sending up their dues to Santa Fe long after the Reconquest.
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1689
Book in which are set down the dues which the Confraternity of
Our Lady La Conquistadora has in receipt: this book is made up of
twenty leaves; this book begins today, Fourteenth of June of Sixteen
Hundred and Eighty-six.
Receipt of the Dues of the Confraternity
First of all, the Lord Governor and Captain-General Don Domingo de
Jironza 103 gave as dues three wax candles worth three pesos; our
Very Reverend Father Custos, Fray Francisco de Vargas, gave some
socks worth one peso; the General gave two pesos' worth of soap;
Diego Arias OIie peso's worth of soap; the Sargento Mayor Francisco
de Anaya, Mayordomo of the Queen of the Angels, gave as dues, for
himself and his wife, two pairs of socks worth two pesos; Dona Jacinta
de Quiros some understockings worth one peso; Inez de Tapia gave as
dues one peso's worth of soap; J osefa Barba gave one peso's worth of
soap; Francisco Romero de Pedraza gave as dues for himself and for
his wife one campeche [wood, honey, wax?] worth four pesos, two for
this year and two for last year; the Captain Pedro de Sedillo gave as
dues a sheep worth one peso; Cristobal Tapia some understockings
worth one peso; Juana de Valencia, his wife, gave some socks worth
one peso; Pablo "el viejo" four chickens worth one peso; Dona Lucia
Barela de Losada gave as dues two yards of red ribbon; Angelina paid
f.l v two pairs of fine socks worth four pesos; the Adjutant Antonio
Lucero paid some bracelets of black bead-work and synthetic
pearls worth two pesos, for himself and for his wife; Pedro de Leyba
for himself and for his wife paid, from the dues, some white woolen
socks and some black and white understockings, [what a woolly guy?] :
they are worth two pesos; the Father Commissary, Fray Juan Munoz,
paid as his dues a wax candle worth one peso; our Father Fray Diego
de Mendoza paid his dues with one wax candle worth one peso; Juan
Olguin paid his dues with four chickens worth one peso; Francisco
Fresquez paid his dues for himself and for his wife with one sheep and
one ewe a year old, each head worth one peso, they are two pesos; Mateo
Lucas, Governor of Ysleta 104 paid his dues with a year-old sheep, value
of one peso; the Father Fray Antonio de Azevedo paid his dues with a
wax candle, value of one peso; Ambrosio Fresquez paid his dues with
some small shoes valued at two pesos, for himself and for his wife;
Juan Garcia paid, for himself and for his wife, his dues for this present year and the past year of Eighty-eight, two varas of Brittany
linen, value of four pesos; Diego de Luna paid his dues with a pound
of chocolate worth two pesos, for himself and for his wife103. Don Domingo Jironza de Cruzate. Neither he nor his immediate predecessors were Mayordomo8, which makes one suspect that de Vargas had himself elected
to this pious office.
104. Not the New Mexico Pueblo, but one of the 1680 settlements in the el Paso
district.
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(d) Accounts, 4 ff., f.l-f.4

f.l I paid the Reverend Father Fray Lucas de Arebalo 6 pesos' worth
on account of the Monday Masses, with a spade; further I paid the
Reverend Father Fray Juan Mingues 4 pesos for the Masses of the
Captain Juan de Dios Lucero de Godoy; further, the Reverend Father
Fray Lucas took two buckskins for the Monday Masses of the Confraternity, and a sheaf of tobacco; received from Fray Lucas 6 pesos;
received from Captain Montoya of Bernalillo three sheep, and three
from Juan Gonzales. which the Father Guardian received; received
for the dues of the members of Our Lady in El Paso 13 pesos through
Antonio Tafoya; on August 13 I received from the deputies of the Most
Illustrious Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary thirty pesos which
they collected on said day; likewise I received a wax candle. worth one
peso; likewise I received two pesos' value in some shoes; likewise I
received four sheep; on September 4 I received from the deputy, Diego
Marquez, four pesos; on said day I received from Captain Vargas 105
four pesos; further, three pesos from "la Mosonga" and from Bartolo
"the little chanter"; on September 4 I received two pesos; on September 10 I received five pesos; on the 11th, three pesos; on the 15th I
received two pesos from Juan de Leon; on the 24th I received four
pesos; on the 26th I received two pesos; on October 2, I received two
flv pesos; on the 18th I received two pesos; on the 22nd I received
two pesos; on the 28th I received from Captain Roybal 10G three
thin elkskins and a thick one, two bison hides, two pairs of shoes, and a
peso's worth; on the 29th I received two pesos; further I received 4
pesos from Captain Diego Montoya; on November 3 I received two
pesos; on December 9 I received some shoes; on the same day, a buckskin ;on the 12th of said [month] some shoes; on the 13th I received
eleven bushels of wheat from La Canada; likewise I received six pesos
from a bushel of horse-beans and peas which my compadre, the Barber,107 received and which he will make good at the Palace; further,
two pesos from Antonia de Manzanares; I further received two bushels
of wheat from Nicolas Griego for the widow Archuleta which I took
from the freight of my cart. [This entry crossed out.] On January 22
105. Not the Governor, of course. There were people of this name living in
New Mexico before and after the Reconquest. Capt. Sebastian Vargas and Maria
de Leyba, his wife. were marriage witnesses in Santa Fe, August 13, 1730.
Juana de la Cruz, "alias Mosonga," died May 9, 1727, the wife of Juan de
Ledesma.
106. Ignacio de Roybal y Torrado was born near Santiago de Compostela, in
Galicia, joined the Reconquest army as a 21-year old soldier, and married Francisca
G6mez Robledo six weeks after the battle for Santa Fe. He received a large grant
near San I1defonso and by 1696 was the officer in charge of that military jurisdiction.
One of his many sons, Santiago, became the first native priest in New Mexico, a
secular, who later became Vicar General and was closely connected with the Confraternity of Our Lady of Light. Other children and grandchildren appear in the
Rosario Confraternity records in both its phases.
107. Antonio Duran de Armijo, native of Zacatecas, fide oficio barbero," m~rried
Maria de Quiros in 1695. He was still called Hel Maestro Barbero" when he died,
June 22, 1753.
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I received two pesos; on February 3 I received three pesos; on March
28 of 1714 I received four pesos; further, I received a small Apache
girl 108 whom I sold for 67 pesos to pay the Reverend Father Guardian
for the Masses and fiestas of the Confraternity; likewise I received
last year of 1713, from the dues of the soldier-members, sixty-five
pesos, which I paid to the Lord Governor in the amount of a hundred
and twenty-two, in that the Marques de la Pefiuela 109 left it as a loan
the time that he was Mayordomo; likewise I received this year of 1714
f 2 from the dues of the soldier-members, with some that were entered
. anew, a hundred and six pesos, and from them I paid the Lord
Governor fifty-seven, with which I finished paying the hundred and
twenty-two of the Marques, and the Confraternity existing in the
Palacio has forty-nine pesos today, March 17, 1714; further, I received
eleven pesos in soap from el Paso; further, two candles at 6 a pound;
further I received six sheep from Albuquerque; further, I received
from Baltasar Trujillo, from the dues of el Paso, fifteen pesos of
monkscloth which I made good [sold?] at the Palace; further I made
good eleven pesos at the Palace, and six which my wife took in a pair
of shoes and a yard of linen, which amount to 32 with the above entry;
further, I received from the Reverend Father Guardian, Fray Antonio
Carmago, eight pesos' value in four sheep from the dues of Albuquerque; I gave to the Reverend Father Fray Jose Guerrero eleven pesos'
worth of Brittany linen from the dues of el Paso; I received a peso's
worth of soap; I received thirty-two pesos from the dues of Our Lady,
from those who are at the Palace; I received from the members of San
Buenaventura llO nine head of cattle, which I have let go for fourteen
108. The enslavement and sale of one's fellowman is repugnant to us who are
the inheritors of a painfully slow social development. But Christianity as a whole,
composed of human beings with clouded minds, has taken centuries to realize the
import of cardinal principles left by its Founder. For example, not many decades
ago men in civilized countries were jailed for debt, and it is only in our time that
men began to realize the basic Christian justice of a living wage. which many Btill
refuse to see.
At this period other nationalities and the strictest Protestant sects accepted and
practiced slavery as a matter of course. But the Spaniards, as in this case, made
slaves from wild tribes only, and with this marked difference from, say, the English
practice. The slaves were treated as minor members of the family and instructed in
the Faith, with prospects of freedom as soon as they were civilized. They could
marry, and their children were born free according to law. As an example. there
is the case of Regina Roybal. So nomadic Indian captive who was given her master's
family name. In 1752 a Frenchman by the name of Juan Minon (Mignon) asked for
her hand and they were married. Since their children left no male issue. the name
has not survived. The case of the Negro drummer (see note 100) is another instance
of the eventual adoption into the community of the savage or his children through
this then necessary process of servitude.
109. Don Jose Chacon Medina Salazar y Villasenor, the Governor who on September 16, 1712, issued an edict for a perpetual celebration with a Fiesta of the
1692 Conquest. Evidently he took over the presidency of the Confraternity together
with the Governorship.
110. Mission San Buenaventura de Cochiti', under whose spiritual administration
were the Spanish settlement of La Canada de Cochiti and some of the "ranchos de la
Pena Blanca."
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pesos, besides another beef from San Buenaventura which the friar
killed on the way. As for the rest, my compadre Juan Garcia knows
who owes them; further, I received from Miguel de la Cruz four
pesosf.2v On the 1st of February of 1715 I received the dues of La
Canada,lll three bushels 9f wheat; eight sacks and a half of
maize; some cotton-thread understockings worth 3 pesos, and two pairs
of gloves; two pesos' worth of little tomatoes-which I took, and owe the
Confraternity; I received forty-one pesos on March 17, 1715, of the
dues of the Villa; I received four pesos from Rosa Jiron; I received
from Salvador de Archuleta three pesos' worth' of soap, and from
Tomas Nunez four pesos' worth of soap, and two sheaves and a half
of tobacco; I received four pesos of the dues from the widow [?] of
"el Xeco" [?] and his mother-in-law; I received two pesos' worth of
little tomatoes from Andres de Archuleta [crossed out]; I received
ten pesos from my compadre the Barber in soap and tobacco; I received
a sheaf of tobacco from Mateo Trujillo; I received another from
Montes de Oca; I received three pesos from Antonio Montoya, Jr.; I
received as the dues of el Paso forty-one pesos in wax at four pesos a
pound; on the 1st of May of 1715 I received four pesos' worth of soap;
further, 3 pesos from Juan de Rivera of Pojoaque; I received from
Captain Juan Gonzales of the dues from the Rio Abajo three sheep
and a ewe, three small buckskins at a peso each, the two, and one at
two pesos, four pairs of stockings, and one of gloves; I received
seventeen pesos of dues from La Villanueva in elkskins and pieces of
cloth;
f 3 Further, I received from the dues of Bernalillo two pairs of gloves
. worth 2 pesos; likewise, I have to charge about five hundred and
fifty pesos from last year of 1715 and 1716, including in said dues 100
pesos from an Apache woman who was raffled,1l2 for their having
given her to Our Lady, and regarding these I have written to Mexico
inquiring about a side-altar [or reredos ?] for the greater adornment of
the Lady; likewise, I received from the Father Fray Miguel Munoz,
deputy from the Rio Abajo, six pesos of the Confraternity; I received
four pesos from the dues of La Canada; on June 6 I received eight pesos
from the dues of the members of Alburquerque; on the 8th I received
four pesos' value in a canopy and some shoes from the dues of Alburquerque; I received five sheep from the dues of Alburquerque and Bernalillo; I received two pesos from Salvador de Archuleta; I received
from the Father Fray Miguel a buckskin, and some gloves from the
dues of Bernalillo; I received a sheep from the Father Fray Miguel;
I received 28 pesos' worth from 7 bushels of wheat from La Canada; I
received 16 pesos' worth in four bushels of wheat from La Canada; I
111. La Villanueva de la Canada de La Santa Cruz, re-settled by de Vargas as a
une\v Villa" with the families of HEspafioles Mexicanos" sent up by the Viceroy in
1693.
112. See note 108.
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received a string of chile worth 2 pesos; I received four pesos from
f.3v Bernardo de Sena; likewise, I received seventy-five pesos from
the dues of el Paso through Baltasar Trujillo; likewise eleven
pesos more from the dues of La Canada.
On the Third day of the Month of October of Seventeen Hundred and
Seventeen, I, Bernardo de Sena, went in as Mayordomo of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary, and have received the followingI received from the Deputy of La Canada, Tomas Nunez, sixty-four
pesos which were collected from the brethren of Our Lady in wheat
and chile; on the 10th of October I went out with the deputies to collect the dues in this Villa of Santa Fe, and a hundred and seventeen
pesos were collected; I collected twenty pesos more in this Villa; I
received from the deputy of el Paso, the sergeant Cristobal Trujillo,
seventeen pesos in wax for the use of the Confraternity; further, two
pesos which they paid in two varas of Toledo cloth; I received seven
pesos in monkscloth, which I gave to the Father Guardian; all receipts
accounted for, they amounted to five hundred eleven pesos. Further I
received from the Captain Juan Gonzales forty sheep which Our Lady
has in the year 1718; further, 10 more old sheep in said year.
Beginning in the year 1719, I, the said Mayordorrw, received the following: On October 19 of last year, 1718, I received from the deputy
of La Canada, Tomas Nunez, 120 pesos in wheat and chile; I collected
and received in the Villa of Santa Fe sixty-nine pesos; I received at
the Palace in account of the soldier-gentlemen 75 pesos in 25 pounds
of beeswax; I further collected eight pesos more in four strings of
chile; further, three pesos' worth of ribbon which I received, which
was used up to make roses for Our Lady.
f 4 Further, three pesos which I gave to the Reverend Father Guard. ian; another four which I received and spent on paper to make a
book [of accounts] for Our Lady; I received seven pesos in wax from
the deputy of el Paso, Cristobal Trujillo; I received from the deputy of
the Rio Abajo, on the 17th day of May, 1719, 40 pesos' value in rams
and stockings and goats. Further I received 2 pesos' worth in eggs; I
received at the Palace the hundred and thirty-eight pesos which the
canopy cost; I collected in the Villa of Santa Fe nineteen pesos in wax;
I received another sixteen pesos which I collected in said Villa; I
received in said Villa a hundred and three pesos which I collected from
the members of said Villa; I received seven pesos from the deputy Juan
Gonzales; I received in account of the Lord Governor, Don Antonio
Valverde,113 in La Canada, a hundred and six: pesos; I collected fiftytwo pesos in the Villa which I turned over to the Lord Governor; I
turned over to the Lord Governor sixty-four pesos which I made from
the old sheep and the wool which I received; I received in this Villa
three bushels of wheat which I turned over to Jose Antonio Fernandez
on the account of the Lord Governor, and one was left; I received eight
113. Antonio Valverde y Cosio succeeded Hurtado, acting Governor and also
Mayordomo in 1717, as interim Governor and here, evidently, as Mayordomo as well.
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pesos from the deputy Gonzales; I received on account of the Lord
Governor ten pounds of wax, which were used up on the Day of the
Purification of Our Lady: it amounts to thirty pesos;
fAv I received an arroba 114 and a half of wax fo~ the year's use,
which the Lord Governor gave to me. It brought III a hundred and
thirteen pesos and four reales; I received from the Lord Governor five
varas of Rouen linen which were placed on the windows of the Chapel
of Our Lady, and a length of ribbon, all of which amounted to twelve
pesos; I received a flagon of wine which the Lord Governor gave me
for the Saturday and Monday Masses: it was worth ten pesos; further,
eight pounds of wax which the Lord Governor gave me, which are
worth twenty-four pesos; further, I spent eighteen pesos for three
deceased brethren, for· whom Masses were said, as will appear from
the bills; I received ten rams which I took from the fifty that I removed
from the flock of Our Lady, and which I turned over to the Father
Guardian, Fray Francisco de Yrazabal, and the forty which I received
I turned over to Coris, which was on the Lord Governor's account, and
twenty sheep which I received from said flock I traded among the soldiers, which 8 pesos I turned over to the Lord Governor; further, I
collected six pesos in this Villa; I received from the Lord Governor a
flagon of wine worth 10 pesos for the Monday and Saturday Masses;
I received an arroba of wax worth thirty-seven pesos and 4 reales; I
collected in this Villa of Santa Fe twenty-four pesos which I turned
over to the Father Guardian; further eight pesos more which were
spent to [increase, or knead?] it.
(e) Minutes, I f.
f.1 In· this church of the Villa of Santa Fe on the Third day of the
month of October of Seventeen Hundred and Seventeen, the brethren of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary together see it fitting that Bernardo de Sena 115 be .elected as Mayordomo, which they
carried out and declared with the Reverend Father Guardian, Fray
Francisco de Yrazabal, presiding, naming as deputies: Sebastian Gonzales, Antonio Montoya, Miguel Sandoval, and Andres Montoya; and
that it may so appear the said Reverend Father Guardian signed it,
and those who knew how, leaving as deputies for the outside [communities] the above-mentioned.
Fray Francisco de Yrazabal
For Sebastian Gonzales
Fray Francisco de Yrazabal
114. Arroba: A Spanish weight of· twenty-five pounds.
115. More often called "Bernardino," having been named in baptism after the
Italian Franciscan preacher, St. Bernardine of Siena. Born in Tezcuco, Mexico,
he came to New Mexico in 1693 with the HEspanoles Mexicanos" when he was nine
years old. In 1705 Bernardino de Sena married Tomasa Martin Gonzales. and after
her death married Manuela Roybal. By 1728 he had acquired much real estate in
Santa Fe and the Cuyamungue Grant. He not only was the most active and devoted.
Mayordomo the Conquistadora ever had, but also served for years as Syndic of the
Franciscans.
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Antonio Montoya
For the Mayordomo
Fr. Jose de Narvais Valverde
For Andres Montoya
Fr. Carlos Delgado
Before me,
Miguel de Sandoval Martinez
Deputy and Secretary
In this Church of Our Holy Father St. Francis of the Villa of
Santa Fe, on the Second of October of Seventeen Hundred and
Eighteen, the assembled Brethren of the Confraternity of Our Lady of
the Rosary, located in said Church, re-elected in the Name of the Lord
as Mayordomo of said Confraternity Bernardino de Sena, basing their
decision on the experience which they have of his devotion and attendance, his punctuality and faithfulness, the Father Guardian, Fray
Francisco de Yrazabal, assisting at said election, and they named as
deputies: Sebastian Gonzales, Antonio Montoya, Sr., Miguel de Sandoval, Antonio Montoya, Jr. And that it may so appear they signed it
with the Father Guardian on said day, month, and year.
Fray Francisco de Yrazabal
Antonio Montoya
Antonio Montoya
For the Mayordomo
Fray Francisco de Yraziibal
For the Deputy Sebastian Gonzales
Miguel Tenorio de Alba
Before me
Miguel de Sandoval Martinez
f.1v

(f) Accounts, 2ff., f.63 and f.97
Likewise, the Reverend Father Guardian, Fray Jose Guerrero,
received seventy-five pesos from the dues of el Paso which Baltasar Trujillo handed in; another eleven pesos from La Canada which
Tomas Nunez handed in;
The account having been settled, of the Saturday and Tuesday
Masses of the Confraternity of Our Lady La Conquistadora of the
Rosary, and Feast of the Purification, and Masses for deceased members from the Eleventh of December of 1716, with the Reverend Father
Guardian, Fray Jose Guerrero, its dues amounted to a hundred and one
pesos, which the Confraternity has paid until today, the 21st of June of
1717. And his Paternity has received a hundred and thirty-seven pesos,
by which he still owes thirty-six pesos.
Because of the absence of General Juan Paez Hurtado,116 Mayordomo of the Most Holy Virgin in her Confraternity of tp.e Rosary, I,
f.63

116.

See note 113.
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Fray Jose Narviiiz Valverde, took charge of the Confraternity since
the Tenth day of July of this year of Seventeen Hundred and Seventeen, in order not to miss the Masses and Fiestas until a MayordorruJ
is elected.
The Convent remained owing 36 pesos to the Confraternity; the
deputy of La Canada handed in two bushels of wheat which were given
to the Reverend Father Fray Francisco Yrazabal; further, one pair
of woven understockings. The three Fiestas arranged for at 18 pesos
apiece, and thirteen Saturdays at two pesos, and twelve Mondays at
one peso, the whole amounts to ninety-two pesos. On the Third day of
the month of October of 1717, I, Bernardo de Sena, was elected Mayordomo of the Illustrious Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary. I
paid the Convent six pesos mentioned above which were owed it; further, I gave the Reverend Father Fray Francisco de Yrazabal,
Guardian, 40 pesos on the Confraternity's account on the 16th of
OCtober of this year. To haul wheat from La Canada I paid four pesos
to Salvador de Archuleta;
f.G3v further, I. gave Salvador de Archule5a six pesos for hauling the
wheat whIch he brought from La Canada; to the Master Juan de
Medina for a job in the chapel of building the High Altar, and building a Sacristy, sixty pesos; for the sung and low Masses for five
brethren who have died, twenty pesos; six pesos for the three Masses
for a brother who died in La Canada, because the two low ones were
not said at one peso, but at two pesos; I paid the Father Guardian for
the two feasts of December and February, and the Saturday and Monday Masses, ninety-six pesos, so that I am paid up until now the day
of settlement, which was the Twenty-third of March; and the Padre
still owes one peso for the future; those paid are fifty-six pesos, and
with the above-mentioned 40 they amount to 96. Further, I have given
Andres Montoya twenty-two pesos for fetching the lumber to build the
sacristy; I gave Andres Montoya 8 pesos for the help in getting the
lumber; the account of pesos for lumber is closed, which are thirty;
and twenty vigas; and to Salvador de Archuleta I gave twenty-tw6
pesos and four reales for fifteen vigas more. I handed in ninety-two
pesos to the Reverend Father Guardian, Fray Francisco de Yrazabal;
another twelve pesos which I paid for [the Masses of] the deceased
brethren; another twelve pesos which I paid for three deceased
brethren, as it will be evident from the bills; Ninety-six pesos which
I have spent on beeswax for all the festivities and Masses of the year;
thirty pesos which I handed in to our Father Guardian on the 22nd
day of September; sixteen pesos' worth of beeswax for Our Ladyf.97 I took out in the year of Twenty-four, thirty-five rams for the
Father Guardian, Fray Jose Guerrero; two castrated lambs and
one ram; I further took out for the said Father Guardian in this year
of 1724, for the month of December. twenty rams; with five more for
said Padre; in said year and month I took out forty-five old sheep,
since I knew they would die, and I sold them for money to the soldiers
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at the Palace; I took out fifteen rams on February 5, 1725, for the
Father Guardian; on June 3 of the same year I took out fourteen
rams for the Father Guardian, Fray Jose Guerrero; in the_month of
October of the year 1725 I went out and took from the flock of Our
Lady two old sheep, which were going to die this winter, and ten rams
for the Father Guardian; in the month of December I took out 28
rams which I turned over to the Father Guardian; further, on June
12 of the year 1726 I turned in to the Lord Governor 40 rams which
I took out of the flock of Our Lady; further, in said year on the
20th of the month of October I turned in 44 rams to the Father Guardian from the flock of Our Lady; and four goatsf 97 Today, the 1st of June of 1717, the Conquistadora Virgin, and her
. v Confraternity, has three hundred and eight sheep in the flock of
the General Don Felix Martinez,117 which were placed in the care
of Juan GonzalesI, Bernardo de Sena, received three hundred and eight sheep,
which are in care of Juan Gonzales, of the Confraternity of Our Lady,
and among them are forty rams which I brought away, because the
said [Gonzales] told me they were prejudicial to his flock and asked
me to leave just enough for breeding purposes. Of the said rams I
have given thirty to our Father Guardian for the Masses, and the
other ten I sold for beeswax. Examining said flock I took out ten of
the oldest heads, which one could see would die this winter, which the
said Juan Gonzales turned over to me, and which I sold for nine pounds
of beeswax.
When the Lord Governor and Captain-General, Don Antonio Valverde, left me, Bernardo de Sena, in his place [as Mayordomo], I went
out to examine the flock of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the
Rosary, and I counted three hundred and eighty-two. And from said
number I took out fifty rams and twenty old ewes.
THE END

117. Martinez was also interim Governor, and probably Mayordomo of the Confraternity around this time.

THE DRAGOONS AND EL PASO, 1848
By M. H. THOMLINSON

and fifteen years ago Congress decided to
O do hundred
something about the Army-the Indian situation
NE

again was bad and getting worse.
From the beginnings of the country the settlers along
the Atlantic seaboard had encountered Indians who travelled and fought on foot, and for many generations their
westward-pushing descendents met the same kind of opponents. But in 1832 the frontier was west of the Missouri
and, farther southwest, the Santa Fe trail had been opened;
everywhere along the border the settler and the traveller
found Indians on horseback. The answer, of course, was
soldiers on horseback. But the Army had none.
At the end of the War of 1812-1815 the Army had been
reduced to about 10,000 men and again in 1821 Congress,
in another economy move, had still further cut it down to
6,500 men. There were seven regiments of Infantry, four
of Artillery, and a handful of staff people, but there were
no Cavalry at alP
To cope with the mounted Indian, Congress in 1832
authorized the organization of one battalion of "Mounted
Rangers," soon to be increased to a regiment and shortly
thereafter designated the "First Dragoons." 2 This fine old
regiment, organized and equipped expressly to fight the
Plains Indians, spent much of its early life on the western
frontier, but the small part of its history with which this
story has to do concerns not Indians but a little known
episode of the War with Mexico, involving three companies
of the regiment.
In 1846 Colonel Stephen Watts Kearny hastily organized the Army of the West and set out from Fort Leavenworth for the conquest of New Mexico and California.
Among his troops were five companies of his own regiment,
the First Dragoons. While on the march, near Socorro, in
1.
2.

Upton: Military Policy of the United States, pp. 149-151.
Army Register, 1922, p. 1426.
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October of that year, Kit Carson brought favorable news to
Kearny from California which resulted in three. of the five
companies of dragoons being left behind in New Mexico. 3
Their duties were to help hold the newly acquired Territory
and to protect settlers and travellers against the Indians.
These three companies were B, G, and 1. 4 In the summer of
1847 they were at Santa Fe and Albuquerque. Shortly, they
were to move into Old Mexico.
In the autumn of 1847 Sterling Price, the military governor of New Mexico, became apprehensive of an attempt
by Mexican forces in Chihuahua to re-take their lost province of New Mexico. He therefore asked permission of the
War Department to lead an expedition into Old Mexico, as
a sort of counter-offensive, and, in anticipation thereof, sent
a reconnaissance detachment to EI Paso del Norte (Juarez)
and then concentrated the rest of his troops where they
could readily be put in march for that point. Eventually,
on February 4, 1848, he received information 5 which he
considered to be justification for his expedition and immediately issued orders for the concentration at EI Paso del
Norte. 6 At that time the three companies of dragoons were
at Albuquerque. One of them, B, had been converted temporarily into a light artillery company with six cannon, in
order to compensate for Price's shortage of artillery organizations for his Mexican venture. The volunteer troops were
camped along the river, most of them being around Socorro,
New Mexico.
Old records show that all the dragoons left Albuquerque
on February 11 and that they arrived in the EI Paso del
3. Secretary of War. Annua! Report. 1848. p. 226 (Swords' Report).
4. Bieber, Marching with the Army of the West, p. 38.
5. Ibid., p. 352.
6. Price ordered the following to concentrate at El Paso del Norte-3 companies
First Dragoons (two of horse and one of artillery), Major Benjamin Beall; 6 companies 3rd Missouri Mounted Volunteers, Colonel John Ralls; 2 companies Missouri
Volunteer Infantry, Lt. Col. A. R. Easton; and the Santa Fe Battalion (3 companies
of horse and one of artillery), Major R. Walker. See Price's report in Ann. Rep.
Sec. War, 1848. In addition, Price also had Lane's detachment that had marched to
El Paso del Norte in November and a troop of horse that he used as personal escort.
Initially. he also had five companies of Illinois Infantry, but they were returned to
Santa Fe before the movement began from Socorro to El Paso del Norte. See McKissack's report in Ann. Rep. Sec. War, 1848, pp. 221-225. McKissack reported that
eighteen companies marched into Mexico.
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Norte concentration area on February 26 and 28. 7 The
artillery company, being heavier, took two days longer than
the horse units. Today, the distance from Albuquerque to
Juarez is over 270 miles by direct road. Then, with the old
dirt trail meandering through the J ornada del Muerto and
with two extra river crossings, the journey must have been
"longer and harder. Assuming the usual one day of rest per "
week, this march figures out as a rather rapid movement
but it turned out to be nothing at all when compared with
the accomplishments of the next three weeks. (Lane, with
three companies of mounted volunteers, required thirtyseven days to make the same trip, the preceding fall.)
All of Price's troops reached El Paso del Norte before
the end of February, except the supply train which was much
delayed.
Where did Sterling Price's troops camp when they
reached El Paso del Norte? With the exception of two companies no one knows with any certainty.8 Old reports say,
"some in the town and others around the town." The matter
is confused because in those days many people referred to
El Paso del Norte as El Paso; on the north bank of the river
where El Paso, Texas, now stands there was then nothing but
the ranch of Ponce de Leon. As for the dragoons, one would
suppose that an old soldier like Major Beall would have
camped as far from town as possible but in all likelihood he
camped where he was told, Price having arrived ahead of
him. In any event, it is significant that Beall's return of
troops for February 28 was dated at El Paso del Norte,
Mexico. 9 Had he been on the north ban'k of the Rio Grande
he would have been in either Texas or New Mexico, according"'to his prediliction.
Sterling Price was in a hurry. Without waiting for his
supply train to "arrive he divided his force into two parts. 10
Taking the most mobile of his troops in the leading detachment, including Beall with G and I, Price started from El
Paso del Norte on March 1, with only eight days rations, and
7.
8.
9.

10.

Muster rolls of Companies B, G, and I, First Dragoons, for February,
Bieber, p. 339.
Post Return for El Paso del Norte, Mexico, for February, 1848.
Sec. War, A ....... Rep., 1848. p. 113.

1848.
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arrived in Chihuahua on the night of the seventh-225 miles
in seven days, in enemy country, over a poor trail, and with
great scarcity of water. While on this forced march Beall's
two companies of horsemen were detached to make a detour
to cut off an expected enemy retreat toward Durango, but
their guide lost his way., There were no maps.11
The Mexicans having evacuated Chihuahua and retired
to Santa Cruz de Rosales, Price hurried off in pursuit, reaching his objective, sixty miles distant, on the morning of the
ninth. By this time his force was pretty well scattered along
the road, but they appear to have been in good order and
soon came up. Of the nine companies that were with him
when he left Carrizal only some 250 men still accompanied
him when he appeared before Santa Cruz. Shortage of water
and the killing pace had broken down men and horses alike.
Horses, however, were easily secured in Chihuahua City.
Lieutenant Love, with the dragoon artillery, left El Paso
del Norte three days after Price and at first did not seem
to feel much need for haste, but somewhere along the road
an urgent message from Price reached him and he made the
last 210 miles in four nights and three and one half days.12
Meanwhile Price had laid siege to Santa Cruz, which
he had found to be fortified. Price said of that situation,
"without tents, a scarcity of provisions, and suffering from
the effects of a forced march beyond parallel, my troops
cheerfully performed the onerous duties of the siege." At
first he had not many more than 250 men against 900 in the
town.
On the sixteenth, when his last troops had come up, he
assaulted the place but was interrupted by a cavalry attack
against his rear. This diversion was not beaten off until the
middle of the afternoon when the assault was resumed, the
town surrendering at sundown. Mexican loss was very
heavy; Price's quite small. B company of the dragoons had
the most casualties, seven, of any company in the entire
force. G had two, I none. Considering the circumstances
of the fight the disproportion of losses is startling.
11.
12.

Beall in Sec. War. Ann Rep.,
Love in Ibid., p.

124.

1848, p. 120.
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After the battle Price's men performed the usual duties
of an army of occupation until July, 1848. Very little record
has been found of the activities of the volunteers during this
period, but the movements of the dragoons have been traced
through their muster rolls and field returns. From these
records we learn that a few days after the fall of Santa
Cruz the dragoons marched to Chihuahua, which was to be
their "station" in Mexico. With the exception of some escort
duty for one company, there they remained until orders arrived to return homeP For the dragoons "home" meant
New Mexico and more Indian fighting, but their more fortunate volunteer 14 friends actually went home and were
mustered out of the service.
Now we come to a curious conflict in the record of these
same three companies of dragoons. According to a widely
accepted report they marched to EI Paso (Texas) and constructed and occupied a cantonment there during the same
months that they are shown above to have been campaigning
in Mexico. Specifically, Beall's three companies of the First
Dragoons are alleged to have arrived in EI Paso on February
11, 1848, to have built a cantonment on the north bank of
the river, .on Coontz' ranch, now the center of EI Paso,
Texas, and to have lived there for several months, when they
departed for points not stated.
The basis for this interesting information is a letter
from the War Department. It appears that in 1887 some
person in EI Paso wrote to the War Department asking for
a brief history of Fort Bliss. The Adjutant General, Richard
Coulter Drum, replied, enclosing a memorandum, prepared
by someone whose identity is not disclosed, containing the
desired history, which included the following statement,
"The vicinity of Fort Bliss was first occupied by United
States troops February 11th, 1848, when three companies
of the First Dragoons, under command of Major Benjamin
Beall, took post near Franklin (EI Paso) remaining there,
however, but a few months." 15 The original source of the
13.
14.
15.

Letter from National Archives, Dec. 5, 1946.
War Dept., G. O. No. 25, June 8, 1848.
Special edition El Paso Times, August, 1887.
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embellishments to the Adjutant General's statement is unknown.
Normally the Adjutant General is excellent authority,
but in this instance we find his 1887 statement, quoted above,
to be at variance with official reports and other records that
were written at the time of the event. Obviously, some
investigation and comparison are necessary in order to determine the relative value of the conflicting items of information.
General Drum's letter and memorandum were written
nearly forty years after the war. In 1847 Drum was a lieutenant in the Ninth Infantry and is mentioned in the records
as having been present with that regiment, in the fall of
1847, at one of the battles around Mexico City.l6 Later, he
transferred to the Fourth Artillery. Neither of these regiments was anywhere near EI Paso del Norte in the spring
of 1848 nor does Drum's name appear in the lists of officers
who were with Sterling Price in Mexico. Evidently then,
Drum had no personal knowledge concerning that part of
the "history" he sent to EI Paso and, as stated above, the
actual compiler of the memorandum is unidentified. Since
no one concerned with Drum's memorandum is shown to
have any personal knowledge of the case in question, and
because no "sources" are quoted, it is necessary that this bit
of information be put in the undependable class until verified.
Opposed to the statements in Drum's letter to his EI
Paso friend in 1887 are the contents of letters and records
that were written in 1847 and 1848, and which can now be
found in the annual reports of the Secretary of War for
those years or in old War Department files. The papers referred to include official reports written by Sterling Price,
his staff and his subordinate commanders, and the field returns and muster rolls of the three companies of dragoons
under Major Beall's command.
The reports cover two periods, (1) the various stages of
the concentration of troops prior to the march into Mexico
and, (2) those written after the battle of Santa Cruz de
16.

Heitman, Historical Register . •. United State. Armll, I, 384.
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Rosales. Price's own reports, brief and to the point, are
confirmed in their essential details by those of his subordinates. There appears to be no good reason to question any
of them. Field returns and muster rolls of the three companies are available for the entire period under consideration.
In explanation of the value of these organizational records, a field return was a sort of inventory of troops that
showed the strength in officers and men, names of organizations, names of officers, and the activities of the group, such
as marches and battles, and was usually submitted on the
last day of each month; a muster roll was something like a
pay roll of today and included a list of the entire personnel
of the company together with detailed information affecting
each man's status as to duty and pay, and occasionally other
miscellaneous data. Certainly, field returns and muster rolls
are first class sources of information.
To recapitulate, the muster rolls of Major Beall's battalion show that all three companies left Albuquerque on
February 11 and that they arrived in the EI Paso del Norte
area on February 26 and 28. Reports by Price and subordinates show that all three companies left EI Paso del
Norte early in March and that all were present at the battle
of Santa Cruz de Rosales on March 16.17 Field returns account for the three companies at Chihuahua, Mexico,
monthly from March 19 until the end of June. 18 Word having reached Price that the· peace treaty had been ratified
and the army of occupation ordered home, we find from the
July returns that on the last day of that month G and I Companies were in camp at Camp Scott, twenty miles above EI
Paso del Norte, on the east bank, and that B Company was
in camp ilear Socora (Socorro?), Mexico. 1s Thereafter, the
three are found garrisoning the posts at Socorro (New Mexico), Albuquerque, and Taos.I 9
The possibility that three other companies of the First
Dragoons may hi:we been referred to in the Adjutant Gen17. Sec. War, Ann. Rep.. 1848, p. 113 ff and map.
18. Letter from National Archives, Dec. 6, 1946.
19. Sec. of War, Ann. Rep., 1848, p. 164; Ibid., 1849, p. 104.
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eral's letter is eliminated by a check of the companies of that
regiment-only five accompanied Kearny to New Mexico
and of those five two went with him to California; the
remaining companies of the regiment were employed elsewhere.
Similarly, the suggestion that detachments of Beall's
companies may have remained behind from the expedition
into Mexico and built a cantonment is likewise negatived
by an examination of the muster rolls from March to July.
No men were on detached service in El Paso or anywhere
else during that period except an occasional few that were
detailed on escort duty with Colonel Price. 19
Finally, we are forced to the conclusion that the long
accepted report that Beall's dragoons built and occupied a
cantonment on the site of what is now El Paso, Texas, is a
myth. Not only a myth, it is actually a reflection on the
record of the men of those three companies who, instead of
sitting comfortably in a cantonment, had marched into Mexico to engage in the war.

BLACK-ROBED JUSTICE IN NEW MEXICO, 1846-1912

By ARIE POLDERVAART
CHAPTER XIX
CLEANING UP FOR STATEHOOD
The Hon. William Hayes Pope who succeeded Judge
Mills as chief justice was a pious man. He was a devout
Christian and ali active member of the Presbyterian church.
To his religious devotion Pope Hall, annex to the First Presbyterian church in Santa Fe, stands as a lasting memorial
and tribute.
Judge Pope originally came to New Mexico from Georgia
in 1894, a health seeker, after being admitted to the bar in
Georgia in 1890. He resumed his practice of law in 1895
and quickly became interested in Territorial affairs, serving
as the assistant United States Attorney for the Court of
Private Land Claims under the eminent Matt G. Reynolds
from 1896 until 1902. Mr. Reynolds, writing to the Attorney
General of the United States in 1904, reported that when
Summers Burkhart resigned as Reynolds' assistant,
Mr. William H. Pope of Santa Fe, N. M., was appointed to succeed
him and continued with the office until the litigation was substantially
concluded, when he resigned to accept appointment under the Philippine Commission as judge of the first instance. To Mr. Pope is due
much of the credit for the painstaking and careful preparation and
trial of some of the most important cases. His fidelity and ability in
the discharge of the many and burdensome duties and the magnificent
success accompanyi:~g the same deserve special commendation by those
associated with him, the goverI]ment and the people; no official connected with this entire litigation rendered better and more lasting
service. for good than Mr. Pope, and his public service since on the
bench in the Philippine Islands and on the supreme bench of New
Mexico is but a continuation of that high and honorable standard fixed
and attained by him in the Court of Private Land Claims. 1

Pope also served as special United States attorney for
the Pueblo Indians from 1901 to 1902 when he received the
appointment of judge of the Court of the First Instance referred to by Mr. Reynolds. William Howard Taft, then gov1.

R. E. Twitchell. Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 471-472. note. 395.
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ernor general of the Islands, was impressed with Pope's
energy and integrity. Later when Taft became President
he remembered Pope and unhesitatingly nominated him to
become chief justice of New Mexico. As chief justice Pope
established his headquarters at Roswell, presiding over the
fifth judicial district. He received his original appointment
on the court as an associate justice in December, 1903.
While serving as associate justice, Pope's knowledge of
Indian law and experience as special attorney for the Pueblo
Indians stood him in good stead in preparation of his opinion
in United States v. Mares. In this case the Supreme Court
upheld its previously established interpretation that the
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and Arizona are full-fledged
citizens of the United States. As a result of this legal conclusion the court found that these Indians did not fall within
the class of the "First Americans" to whom the sale of intoxicating liquors was prohibited by the then existing acts
of Congress on the subject.
Benito Mares and Anastacio Santistevan were charged
with selling or giving intoxicants to Taos Indians in the
town of Taos outside of the pueblo jurisdiction. The lower
court, upon a stipulation of these admitted facts, discharged
the defendants and the Supreme Court upheld the ruling.
These Indians, Judge Pope wrote on behalf of the Court,
have been judicially determined to be a people very different from the
nomadic Apaches, Comanches, and other tribes 'whose incapacity for
self government required both for themselves and for the citizens of
the country the guardian care of the general government.' They are
not tribes within the meaning of the federal intercourse acts prohibited
[prohibiting] settlement upon the land of 'any Indian tribe.' They are
not wards of the government in the sense that this term has been used
in connection with the American Indian. 2

Soon after he became chief justice there came before the
court a case which tried the churchman's soul. On June 20,
1907, Mr. Francisco Chaves of Peralta came to the home
of a prominent Methodist minister, the Rev. Thomas E. Harwood, in Albuquerque, and requested him to perform a
marriage ceremony between his son and a girl named Amalia
2.
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Mares. 14 N. M. 1, at Pp. 3-4.
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Perea. The marriage license issued by the probate clerk appeared regular in every respect, the birth dates of the parties
would indicate that they both were of legal age to be married
with consent of the parents and this consent was clearly
indicated by the parents' signatures. Mr. Chaves, however,
told the preacher that he had visited Father J. B. Raillere,
a Catholic priest, who had christened Amalia, and that from
his record it appeared that he had christened the girl when
she was eight days old in July, 1894. This would make the
girl only thirteen years of age whereas the law set a minimum of fifteen years if the parents gave their consent.
Chaves also intimated that the reason he went to Father
Raillere to obtain this record was that the Pereas and the
priest had squabbled over a son, a few years older than
Amalia, who had failed to keep an agreement with the priest
to be baptized in the Catholic church. Chaves further told
the minister that Amalia's mother had vouched in the most
positive of terms that the girl was well over fifteen.
Fortified with this advance warning Preacher Harwood
went to Peralta on June 23. There several people told him
they knew Amalia was of legal age for marriage with parental concilrrence. The parson relied in particular on the
statement of Pedro Marquez who told him that he knew
Amalia was older than his own daughter, who he said was
then over fifteen and that when his wife was confined the
mother of Amalia came over to their house with Amalia in
her arms, Amalia being several months old at that time.
Thus reassured the Rev. Harwood prepared to perform
the marriage ceremony. In doing so he carefully complied
with the formality of asking whether anyone present knew
of any impediment to the marriage and if so to speak up.
No objection was made and the knot was tied.
When the next grand jury met Harwood was indicted
for wilfully and knowingly marrying a .girl under fifteen.
The defense sought to show that Father Raillere's record
was in error, but Harwood admitted he knew nothing about
the accuracy of baptismal records in the Catholic church. He
was told at the trial that it is a rite of the Church always
to baptize an infant with the time of the circumcision of the
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Savior-eight days, though it also was brought out that the
priest had no personal recollection of the girl's birth nor of
the christening and that all he had to go by was a memorandum in his baptismal record. 3
The jury returned a verdict of guilty and after in vain
seeking an arrest of judgment Harwood appealed. It fell
to Judge Pope to write the decision. 4 The judge's opinion
distinguishes between legal and religious concepts. He concluded that it made little difference whether the person who
united the couple in matrimony had actual knowledge of the
age of the parties. He said: "In our opinion the statute does
not make such knowledge an element of the offense."
While there was a prohibition in the statute against
knowingly uniting in marriage males and females under the
ages of 21 and 18 respectively, Judge Pope pointed out that
the portion of the statute which dealt with marriages between relatives and of females under fifteen omits the word
"knowingly" and prescribes a penalty for simply "uniting in
wedlock any of the persons whose marriage is declared invalid."
"We are of the opinion," Judge Pope concluded, "that the marrying of a female under fifteen belongs to the class of statutory misdemeanors where knowledge ... is not a necessary element of the offense.
In a matter of such importance to the race the law imposes upon the
officiating officer the duty of ascertaining at his peril the age of the
persons marrying." G

He then declared that legally the case fell within the same
principles as the case of Territory v. Church, 14 N. M. 226,
91 Pac. 720, wherein punishment of a saloon proprietor was
approved for unintentionally permitting a minor to gamble
away in his establishment.
On March 3, 1910, Judge Pope began his first term as
chief justice. He began for the Supreme Court a vigorous
policy to catch up on the docket which had fallen somewhat
behind. After several months of the fast pace, one Santa
Fe attorney remarked that Chief Justice Pope evidently ex3.
4.
5.

Transcript, pp. 13-18.
Territory v. Harwood, 15 N. M. 424, 110 Pac. 556, 29 L.R.A. (n.s.) 504.
Territory v. Harwood, 15 N. M. 424, at p. 429.
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pected to work the court and the bar to death. The results
of his energetic and progressive policy, however, soon became apparent in the number of opinions which flowed from
the bench in a continuous stream. The Santa Fe New Mexican reported:
Five more opinions were handed down by the Territorial supreme
court today and it is understood that five more are prepared and will
be announced shortly, making altogether twenty-seven opinions thus
far for the term, with two more weeks for the court to sit. This is
establishing a new record for hard work and speedy disposal of business before it. 6

In order to accomplish his purpose of clearing up cases
as promptly as possible, Judge Pope did not await the "erratic convenience" of some attorneys to appear for oral
argument. A time for hearing them was set and if the lawyers were not present when their cases were called, they lost
their chance and were required to submit their cases solely
upon briefs. This was in sharp contrast to the earlier practice of granting delayed hearings whenever the attorneys
so requested.
Likewise indicative of the progress of the court in mopping up for statehood during this period is the report which
appears in the Santa Fe New Mexican for August 30, 1910,
which states that the court had disposed of everyone of the
fifty-six cases on the docket when the term began, five by
contiimance for the term, all the others through argument
and submission. Forty-three cases had actually been decided,
said the article, "and before the court adjourns tomorrow
afternoon, several more will be handed down. This record
is not equalled, much less surpassed by any previous session."
The New Mexican again alludes to the ambitious policy
of the Supreme Court in an article reporting adjournment
of the tribunal until January 2, 1911. It pointed out that
one consequence of this energetic work is that only about a dozen cases
remain to be finally disposed of and that the Territorial Supreme
Court' will have completed its work, giving the state supreme court
and the federal court a clean slate. 7
6.
7.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Aug. 16, 1910.
Sept. 2, 1910.
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When the court reconvened for its January term, a
campaign was in full swing to gain support, at a forthcoming election, for the Constitution which had been drawn up
by the Constitutional Convention from October 3, 1910, to
November 3, 1910. Many attorneys were active in this drive
to secure its adoption. Upon request of a number of members
of the bar the court recessed its term from Saturday, January 7, to Monday, January 23, 1911, when oral arguments
were to resume. The court invited counsel to submit their
cases upon brief wherever possible, dispensing with oral
argument, in order to expedite its business.
Among the numerous cases upon the docket during
Chief Justice Pope's tenure as presiding judge, were several
of a political nature which were of more than ordinary interest. In Sofia Garcia de Vigil, administratrix of the estate
of Eslc:.'vio Vigil v. Andrew V. Stroup, the suit was the outgrowth of the removal of Eslavio Vigil by Governor Otero
from the office of Bernalillo county superintendent of schools,
and appointment of Stroup as his successor. Vigil contested
the legality of his removal and sued to collect the fees of
the office for the unexpired term. The trial court had dismissed Vigil's complaint.
The Supreme Court upheld the lower court's decision
despite its previous holdings in Hubbell v. Armijo, 13 N. M.
480, 85 Pac. 477, Conklin v. Cunningham, 7 N. M. 445, 38
Pac. 170, and Eldodt v. Ter'ritory, 10 N. M. 141, 61 Pac. 105.
According to the opinion:
If the commission of the governor reciting a vacancy and appointment of Stroup to fill it was a nullity, it should not be permitted to
stand unless grave public interests require it and certainly not as
between individuals. As far as the rule announced in Hubbell v. Armijo, Te1Titm'y v. Eldodt, and Conklin v. Cunningham, is concerned,
its application will not be by this court extended any further than to
such conditions as obtained in those cases. s

In Territory ex rel. Felix H. Lester v. A. W. Suddith
et al., Lester had run as the Democratic candidate for the
office of mayor of Albuquerque at the spring election in 1910.
Dr. J. W. Elder was the Republican candidate. The official
8.

15 N. M. 544, at p. 556.
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returns gave Elder a plurality of one vote. Lester prayed
for a writ of mandamus directing the boards of election in
the second and third wards of the city to count two and
seven ballots respectively which he alleged they had failed
to consider. The court sustained the motion in each instance
and peremptory (absolute and unconditional) writs were allowed. Dr. Elder appealed to the Supreme Court, Lester
meanwhile holding the office.
Chief Justice Pope wrote an exhaustive opinion in the
case, which declared that the writ had been improvidently
granted because the ballots in controversy had been deposited in the ballot box with the other ballots cast at the election and the box locked, sealed and returned to the clerk of
the city of Albuquerque, and therefore the judges of election
had no opportunity to carry out the court's mandate. Said
Judge Pope:
It is argued that there is no assurance that the writ if granted
can be obeyed and that courts will not grant the writ in doubtful cases
where a compliance with it depends upon the caprices of a third person
not before the court. This argument impresses us as sound and its
conclusion unavoidable. It is fundamental that to authorize the writ
it must appear that if granted it will be effectual as a remedy and that
it is within the power of the defendant, as well as his duty, to do the
act in question.!!

This case settled the argument and Dr. Elder moved in as
the lawful mayor of the city.
George S. Klock was appointed district attorney for
Bernalillo, McKinley and Valencia counties on February 18,
1909, by Governor George Curry, and was duly confirmed
by the Legislative Council, as the law required, for a term
of two years and until his successor should be appointed and
qualified. On November 18, 1910, the new governor, William
J. Mills, made an order seeking to remove him from office,
and on the same day entered another order appointing former Justice Edward A. Mann in his place.
\Klock brought quo warranto proceedings against Mann
to test the latter's right to the office. By stipulation between
attorneys the case was moved rapidly to the Supreme Court
for final determination. The legal question involved was the
9.

15 N. M. 728, at p. 741.
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governor's power to remove summarily a gubernatorial appointee before expiration of the fixed statutory term. The
court, speaking through Chief Justice Pope, upheld its decision in Territory v. Ashenfelter, 4 N. M. 93, 12 Pac. 879, to
the effect that the governor was without power to remove
a district attorney, or other official, appointed for a fixed
term, before expiration of the term. In doing so the court
rejected argument of counsel that the right to remove exists
incident to the power to appoint in a case where the tenure
of the office is fixed by legislation.
Klock resumed his duties on March 24, 1911, but on
April 6, Mann reappeared with a new commission from the
governor dated March 29, 1911, purporting to appoint him
to the office, and again entered upon the duties of district
attorney. Klock brought quo warranto a second time. The
only difference between this case and the earlier one was
that the two years had expired prior to March 29. Klock
took the view that even though his two years were up, still
his successor had not been duly appointed and qualified, contending that there was no vacancy, and no new appointment
until the Council had concurred in the governor's nomination; and also, that even if there had been a vacancy under
the laws of the Territory, operation of these laws had been,
in effect, suspended through enactment by Congress of the
Enabling Act 'of June 20, 1910. Klock said that such act had
the effect of continuing him in office until the proclamation
of the President declaring New Mexico to be a state.
The court once more found in favor of Klock by upholding the district court in its ouster of Judge Mann. The
Court said:
In the case at bar the relator, having the right to hold over until
a duly elected and qualified successor should demand the office, has the
right to the office of district attorney and can hold the same until some
qualified person appointed by the governor by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative assembly appears and demands the office. 10

Having decided the case in favor of Mr. Klock on the first
point, the court found it unnecessary to consider the effect
of the Enabling Act upon the term of office.
10.

Klock v. Mann, 16 N. M. 744, at p. 748.
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A case involving a determination of the elements necessary to sustain a conviction for embezzlement reached the
high court in the summer of 1911. It involved a sum of $150
obtained from Bronson M. Cutting in purchasing a baby
grand piano when Cutting came from New York to Santa
Fe to live. According to the evidence Otto J. Eyles received
the money to purchase the piano for Cutting. He was
charged in the indictment with having embezzled the money
which came into his possession as Cutting's agent. The defendant moved for a peremptory instruction of not guilty
on the ground that the proof failed to establish either the
agency or the felonious intent necessary to convict under the
provisions of Section 1122 of the Compiled Laws of 1897.
In disposing of the case in favor of the defendant, Judge R.
Wright writing the opinion, the court stated:
We have carefully examined the record in this case, and feel constrained to hold that the evidence upon the questions of agency and
intent is "SO meager as not in law to justify the verdict returned in
this case. The record discloses that the defendant was guilty of nothing
more serious than a breach of trust. 11

One of the h:;trdest workers on the Supreme Court during the last two decades of the Territory was Judge John
R. McFie who came to New Mexico in 1884. In Civil War
days he had marched with General Sherman to the sea. In
March, 1889, he was appointed associate justice of the Supreme Court. After serving for four years he re-entered
private practice, but in 1897 he was re-appointed to the
Court by President William McKinley, when he became presiding judge of the first district. During his first term Judge
McFie demonstrated his eminent qualifications for the judgeship, and the bar of New Mexico, ever quick to criticize any
judicial act showing the slightest tinge of bias or of prejudice, expressed the highest confidence in his integrity and
marked sense of justice. Moreover, the court records indicate that not one of his opinions written for the Territorial
Supreme Court was ever reversed by the Supreme Court of
the United States during the years he was a member of the
New Mexico tribunal. In all, Judge McFie was on the bench
11.

Territory

1!.

Eyles. 16 N. M. 645. at p. 660.
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for nearly nineteen years, or until New Mexico's admission
to the Union as a state in 1912.
Of considerable consequence to many of the old settlers
in the Territory, especially those who had acquired land titles
and rights within the boundaries of land grants, was the decision in Montoya v. Unknown Heirs of Vigil, 16 N. M. 349,
120 Pac. 676, affirmed by 232 U. S. 375, 58 Law Ed. 645, 34
Sup. Ct. 413, in the Supreme Court of the United States.
Action was brought for a partition of the Alameda Land
Grant containing some 89,346 acres of land. This litigation
did not involve any question as to validity of the grant itself
but was a contest between the individual claimants who asserted ownership of interests in the land as heirs, assigns,
purchasers and the like. The suit was brought by plaintiffs
against the "Unknown heirs and unknown owners," service
being, of course, by publication only. After service in this
manner numerous persons appeared, claiming to be heirs
and asking for a share in the partition. In the final decree
which followed, the intervening heirs were declared to be
owners and the decree defined the amount of land to which
each of them was entitled. In appealing fpom this partition
by the lower court, the plaintiffs raised as their first and
most important point the right of persons, who claim to have
an interest in all or part of the property sought to be partitioned, to intervene and to have their rights settled in the
same suit.
Judge McFie in writing the opinion for the court held
in favor of the intervening claimants, basing his decision on
Sec. 3182, Compiled Laws of 1897, which provides that "persons claiming to be interested in the premises may intervene
during the pendency of a suit or proceeding having for its
object the partition of lands." The order of the court allowing claimants to intervene stated that the suit was still
pending at the time the intervention was sought, and that
being so, Judge McFie concluded, there was no discretion
to refuse the right. Judge McFie further declared that a
judgment in a partition suit is interlocutory only and may
be modified or even rescinded at any time before final judgment or decree.
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A controversy developed during Chief Justice Pope's
time as a result of removal of the county seat of Lincoln
county from the town of Lincoln to Carrizozo. After an election was had to determine whether the county seat should
be removed from Lincoln in accordance with a petition presented to the Board of County Commissioners, it appeared
that Carrizozo received 900 votes and Lincoln 613 votes. The
Board of County Commissioners accordingly declared Carrizozo to be the new county seat. An attempt to build a
courthouse and jail at Carrizozo in response to this change
was vigorously contested by taxpayers, however, when the
board sought to expend $28,000, the proceeds of bonds issued
and sold,. for this purpose.
The case of Territory ex rel. White v. Riggle, 16 N. M.
713, 120 Pac. 318, represents six controversies which all
stemmed from the removal issue. The Board of County Commissioners rented office space for the county officials in Carrizozo until the new jail and courthouse were completed, but
a number of the officers declined to move into the rented
quarters. The legal question for determination before the
Supreme Court was whether under several apparently conflicting statutes these officials could be required to move their
offices before the new courthouse and jail were finished.
Relying upon the legal principle that repeals of statutes
by implication are not favored and that where possible two
statutes treating the same subject shall be construed together, the court found that Chapter 38, Laws of 1903, and
Sec. 1, Chapter 87, Laws of 1907, had been enacted for the
purpose of preventing county officers from maintaining their
offices in their own homes or at other places convenient to
them away from the county seat. Such legislation had been
passed, the court maintained, to remedy a bad situation
which had developed in the Territory at the. time. This
clearly was a sound interpretation of the purpose of the
statute, which read:
All sheriffs, treasurers and probate clerks of the various counties
in New Mexico shall establish and maintain their offices and headquarters for the transaction of the business of their respective offices
at the county seat of their respective counties and shall there keep
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all the books, papers and official records pertaining to their respective
offices: Provided, that such offices shall be provided for such officers
at the expense of the respective counties. 12

Sec. 633, Compiled Laws of 1897, however, according
to the court's conclusion, had been enacted to provide that
offices should not be removed from an old county seat to a
new one until proper facilities had been completed. The
court reached this conclusion from these words at :the beginning of that section:
So soon as convenient buildings can be had at such new county
seat the courts for seid county shall be had therein, and so soon as the
new courthouse and jail shall have been completed, the county commissioners shall cause all the county records, county offices, and property pertaining thereto, and all county prisoners, to be removed to the
new county seat.

There was no conflict between these two sets of statutes,
the court held, and the officials had a legal right to refuse to
move their offices under the law until the new court house
was ready for occupancy.
Land title controversies confronted the court until the
very last days of its existence. An important boundary conflict which had been in the court since 1876 was adjudicated
by the Supreme Court on January 2, 1912, only to be reversed later by the United States Supreme Court.
According to the evidence the Preston Beck grant conflicted with the Perea grant to the extent of some 5,000 acres.
Both grants had been confirmed by the same act of Congress, approved on June 21, 1860. The district court had
reached the conclusion that inasmuch as the Beck grant had
been made by a Mexican Jete politico (political chief) prior
to the Perea grant, and since the United States had in effect
recognized validity of the grant by issuing a patent, the latter act had declared the grant by the Mexican official to be
valid under Mexican law pursuant to our guarantees in the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and that the Beck grant, being
the older, held priority over the Perea grant. It further
supported this conclusion by the observation that the ~eck
12.

Laws of New Mexico, 1907. Chap. 87, Sec. 1.
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people had taken the first steps to clear their title by applying to the surveyor general, and that upon Congressional approval of their patent dated back to December, 1823, the
date of the original Mexican grant.
The Supreme Court of New Mexico, however, was of the
opinion that these steps taken by the Beck interests prior
to the Act of Congress could not be considered; therefore,
their title could not be dated back prior to the act confirming
their title and that, for this reason, both parties holding "by.
the same act of Congress, in so far as their grants conflict
or overlap," each held an "equal undivided moiety of the
lands within the conflict." 13
The compromise arrangement satisfied no one and on
appeal the United States Supreme Court likewise found it,;elf unable to agree. In resolving the question in substantially the same manner as the district court had done, the
court observed:
The confirmation [by Congressional act] cannot be disassociated
from what preceded it, and it may be said of such direct confirmation
by act of Congress ... that it constitutes a declaration of the validity
of the claim under the Mexican laws and that the claim is entitled
to recognition and protection by the stipulations of the treaty.14

The Territorial Supreme Court finished its business with
the denial of a rehearing in the Stoneroad case late in the
evening on January 4, 1912, and then adjourned to January
10, leaving its docket clean. No business was to be transacted
on the tenth, except to turn over to the State Supreme Court.
On the night of January 5 statehood negotiated a last
minute hurdle. Supreme Court Clerk Jose D..Sena was enjoying himself at a dance when he received this disturbing
telegram from the nation's capital:
Washington, D. C. January 5, 1912
Clerk, Supreme Court,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Issue at once writ of error to review judgment rendered by district
court, sixth judicial district, last month, dismissing bill of complaint
in cause number 14, entitled United States against the Alamogordo
13.
14.

Stoneroad v. Beck, 16 N. M. 754, at p. 774.
Jones v. St. Louis Land Co., 232 U. S. 355, at p. 361.
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Lumber Company,. a corporation. Absolutely necessary writ should
issue tonight to prevent delay in signing proclamation for admission
of New Mexico as state. Answer tonight.
KNABEL, Acting Attorney General. 15

Sena, of course, hustled over to the capital and prepared
the writ. The statehood proclamation was signed shortly be.;.
fore noon the next day, January 6, 1912. The writ 'Of error
was the federal government's protection to its interest in
certain public lands, which were involved in the suit, before
the Territorial Supreme Court passed out of existence and
the status of the Territorial lands was changed by the statehood proclamation.
On the evening of January 10 the Territorial Supreme
Court gathered at ceremonies terminating its existence. The
members of the new State Supreme Court were present to
be administered their oaths of office. Shortly before the
judges of the Territorial Court took their places on the bench,
the judges-elect, C. J. Roberts, Frank W. Parker and R. H.
Hanna, drew lots to determine the length of their terms,
one of which was for four, one for six, and one for eight
years. The respective figures were written on slips of paper
which were placed in a hat. Justice Roberts drew the short
term of four years, Justice Hanna the one for six years, and
Justice Parker, the eight year term. Judge Roberts, having
drawn the shortest term, became chief justice.
Chief Justice Pope was unable to come up from his home
in Roswell to attend this closing session but, no doubt appropriate because of his long tenure on the court, Judge
McFie presided at the ceremonies of swearing in the new
court. After a brief review of the sixty years history of the
Territorial tribunal by Judge McFie, the new judges were
administered the oath of office. Then Ireneo Chaves, deputy
United States Marshal, stepped forward and proclaimed:
"Hear Ye! Hear Ye! The honorable Supreme Court of
the Territory of New Mexico is adjourned sine die." 16
Thus the Territorial Supreme Court closed' its record.
During the last year it had disposed of more cases than it
15.
16.

Benjamin M. Read, IUustrated history of New Merico, p. 632.
Ibid.,-p. 636.
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had passed upon in any two consecutive years before Judge
Pope became the presiding officer.
On January 22, President Taft nominated Judge Pope
for the position of judge of the United States district court
for New Mexico. His nomination was confirmed by the
Senate. For four years he served in this capacity.
Judge Pope died on September 13, 1916, in Atlanta,
Georgia, where he had been staying at the home of his sisterin-law, Mrs. Philip Weltner, since the latter .part of June,
1916, in an effort to recover from pernicious anemia.
-THE END-

Notes and Documents
Dr. F. V. Scholes has been appointed academic vicepresident of the University of New Mexico. The appointment marks an important administrative change at the University. In the newly-created position, he will assist the
president in all matters relating to educational policy, faculty personnel, curricula, and academic standards and
policies formulated by the general faculty. Dr. Scholes, now
dean of the graduate school, will assume his duties on Julyl.
A native' of Bradford, Illinois, he took his bachelor's
degree at Harvard in 1919 and subsequently received the
M. A. and Ph. D. degrees there. He has been a member of
the University faculty at various times since 1925, and has
been dean of the graduate school since September, 1945. His
academic career also includes teaching at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Colorado College
From 1931 to 1946, Dr. Scholes was a member of the
Division of Historical Research of Carnegie Institution of
Washington. In connection with this research program, he
carried on extensive investigations in the archives of Mexico, Spain and other countries. He is the author or editor
of several books on the history of the Southwest and LatinAmerica, including Church and State in New Mexico,
Troublous Times in New Mexico and Don Diejo Quijada,
Alcalde Mayor de Yucatan.

The Sa1'J,ta Fe Register, February 20, 1948, carries a
letter from Mrs. John Livingston (nee Yrisarri) concerning
Don Jose Leandro Perea and his contribution to early education in Bernalillo, New Mexico. In this same issue is a
short history of Questa, New Mexico,· by Rev. Stanley Crocchiola.
The three letters printed below are transcribed from
the originals in the Carson Papers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. Some of the names are well
known to students of the History of New Mexico; others,
perhaps less well known, have been i;dentified when possible.
F.D.R.
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New York, March 7, 1859
Dear Kit:
Yours of a late date came duly to hand & I assure you I was
pleased to hear from you.
The importance of news from New Mexico & Pike's Peak is
begining to be felt in this Market & the picture looks bright for the
great internal Continent of America. You have my best wishes for
realizing all that is possible from this new impetus.
Yesterday had a call from Lt Smead. 1 He looks well & is married & also expects soon to be a father. He is stationed at Fort
Hamilton at the entrance of this harbor. Solomon Beuthner 2 calls on
me often. He has hired the next house to my brother (& of him) &
has bought the furniture contained in it. He intends taking possession
of it on the 15th proximo. I have introduced him around to some of
our Merchants & business men & he is in a fair way of making
himself a comfortable & happy home. At present Solomon is in
Washington looking after his claims. They say Mosco of the Costillo
has got his claim against government passed, So Solomon informs me.
From the same authority I learn that by spending a little money any
claim which has the least shade of truth on the face of it can be
pushed through the Mill at Head Quarters. The Commissioner of
Pensions complains that there are too many "Jesuses" in New Mexico
& he has even hinted that he doubts the existance of so many persons
of that name.
. They refused my land warrant on the ground of my being in battle
after the passage of this Act 3 but Solomon has the matter in hand
& will no doubt obtain the bounty. Why dont you get a hold of some
claims, Come on here & make a speculation. Your popularity can
carry this thing through without stigmatizing your character with
any stain of dishonor.
I was sorry to learn that Peter Joseph 4 was in this city & left
without my seeing him but this is a mighty big town & a man can
easily get lost in it. By the way have you read of our last murder I
mean the killing of Benton Key by Mr Sickles for adultery with the
laters wife. Sickles is himself a man of easy virtue but still his
family is as dear to him as is that of of any other person. Ergo he
took the law into his own hands & did what the circumstances required.
Sickles I think will get Clear. With 50,000 male ferns in the mines
of Kansas what glorious times the Senoritas of New Mexico will have.
We will have some shooting scrapes in Taos. Your young men had
1. Probably John Radcliffe Smead, stationed in the Southwest in the 1850's, killed
at Bull Run during the Civil War.
2. "Solomon, Samson, and Joseph Beuthnel" were early arrivals in Taos· after
1846, and had a general mercantile. business there."
3. Possibly the Federal law of March 3, 1855, granting bounty lands for War
service.
4. A Peter Joseph served On Jury service at Taos in 1847.
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better look sharp after their squaws & those that can have none
ought at once to annex themselves.
There have been 3000 copies of the Life & Adventures of Kit
Carson disposed(}f. The winter has been bad for the sale of the book
for our country people are poor & the agents cannot get about on
account of mud & snow. Clarke & Co think it will sell for three years
but I think they are ·too sanguine. They sent by Joe Beuthner a copy
to Col St Vrain & one to Judge Beaubien. A copy has also been sent
to Col Fremont who is at his Mariposa claim in California. My candid
opinion is that we cannot expect to realize much from the enterprize
but as for myself it matters not. The work has been received by the
press all over the country with lavished praise & lengthy notices
indeed but few books of late years have been so fortunate. We have
a whole book of extracts from newspapers on the merits of the book
& the hero You appear to be known in every section of this country
& many erroneous impressions of yourself have been removed by this
book.
I am in the best of health & am strugling along in making a
living. Like all men sometimes I am happy & then I have a touch
of the blues but on the whole I enjoy life.
I should like to pop in & see you all in Taos but the ride is too
long & I am afraid my horse would give out if I undertook the journey.
Your only chance of seeing me is by coming here & why dont you come.
New York is alive with mud yet business is very brisk & will
continue so while we are at peace with other nations. I have no more
news so bon SOiT.Yours truly
DeWitt C. Peters"
201 West 23d St
N. Y. City
P. S.Regards to all-

Estimado. Coronel.

Fuerte Craig l N. M. Enero 10 AD
1862.

Creo que ya habia sido muy' bien informado de las grandes
novedades que occurieron aqui desde el dia 26 del pasado, y que concluyeron el dia 3 del corriente, en que un nuevo movimiento de
nuestras tropas tuvo Iugar para arriba.
Por ahora aqui estamos muy quietos, y ya los oficiales tenemos
cuartos en que envernar, estando los soldados en Tiendas por falta de
Cuarteles para ellos; pero esta region no es tan frigida como la de
nosotros en' Taos,pasan el tiempo tolerable.
5. Author of biography of' Kit Carson. I have not tried to clarify his war service.
1. The first major battle ·of the Civil War in New Mexico was fought near Fort
Craig, south of Socorro. A description of the battle can be read in R. E. Twitchell,
"The Confederate Invasion of New Mexico--1861-1862," Old Santa Fe, vol. .III (1916) ;
The official records are printed in the War of the Rebellion, series I, vol. 9, PI;>. 488fl'.
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Me acuerdo que cuando tuvimos la entrevista en Guadujita 111"
dijo que Ie escribiera todo 10 que pasara POl' aq:ui, y como se manejaban
los oficiales, y aunque hasta ahara no 10 he hecho, porque es necesario
esperimentar primero, me parece ya tiempo suficiente para haber concebido 10 que 'loy a observar, respecto del Comandante del batallon del
1st Regimiento bajo el mando de U. estacionado en este junto.
Las observasiones a que aludo no son una grupa formal, no Ie
'laya ~ entender ni a interpretar asi, estoy y afresco estar sometido it
las ordenes del Mayor mientro Commandante, pues as! es mi deber,
pero como esto no me quita la libertad de pensar ni espresar mis
opiniones particulares hacia el, ni hacia ningunos otros oficiales; las
espreso: ninguna dincultad he tenido con el, ni pienso tener; pero no
POI' eso he de dejar de decir que desde que el Mayor Morisson 2 tuvo
la dificultad, que ya V. habra sabido con el Capitan Cena,3 se porta
con tanta dureza con los oficiales y soldados que ya se ha hecho inaguantable; para el, no hay distincion entre un olicial y un soldaclo, a
todos igualmente, cuando manda el ejercicio de batallon que es tres
horas todas las tardes, les da "God damns" de suerte que a cada
instante estan los oficiales espuestos a perderla el respeto y aun los
soldados, pues irrita tanto con sus God damns, que en un descuido
puede haber alguna dificultad: los soldidos se quejan sumam te de el,
pues a mas de la dureza con que los trata, los haec hncer exercicio 2
horas en la manana de compania, y 3 horas de batallon en la tarde:
tres soldados de mi campania, y algunos de las otras companias han
desertado, Y yo segun 10 que he oido entre elIas, 10 atribuyen solamenta
a esa conclucta contempciosa del Mayor: me atrevo {l decir con verclad
que no hay oficial, ni soldado que 10 quiel'a, pero si, Ie obeclecemos,
porque no se puede men os ; los soldados estan bien descip1inados ya
en e1 exercicio, pero cuando pasan ya (13 una hora, se cantan tanto y se
aburren que se turban mas que los reclutas, y es cuando el Mayor· mas
dcscarga su ira, sin consiclerar que su imprudencia los haec equiVOCal',
y asi en vez de aventajar, pierden, csta es la opinion general de
oficiales regu1ares y voluntarios.
Si el Mayor no cambia de conducta creo que muchos de los oficiales
deste batallon horan muy pronto sus resignaciones.
Nada se sabe de que los Tejanos avansen para aca; hace unas
dos noches que lIeg6 aqui un parte que los Nabajoes robaron ani males
en la Alamosa, el Capt Graydan 4 fue ayer despachado sobre elIos,
hacia ·las Sierras del Poniente, y hoy Ileg6, e informa que en vez de
hallar la huella de los Nabajoes, haIl6 huella de Tejanos que pasaron
para la Sierra como quince, tuvo miedo y se vino, es todo 10 que hay
de Tejanos, se dice que anoche robaron los Indios doce juntas de
2. A Major Morrison campaigned with Kit Carson and the New Mexico Volunteers,against the Navaho Indians in 1863.
3. Probably Captain Jose D. Sena. New Mexico Volunteers. a prominent New
Mexican.
4. Captain James Graydon, in command of a company of Spies.
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bueyes de los que· estan cortando sacate para este Fuerte que estan
muy cerca de aqui.
Espero me contestara esta, pues se que es muy flojo para escribir,
se tambien que es amante de la justicia, y enemigo de portarla con
denuedo hacia sus conciudadanos, esto es 10 que me hace dirijirle esta
comunicacion, aprovechandome de laconfianza que me ha dispensado.
Saludeme al Padre Taladrid 5 y demas oficiales en general.
Soy con respeto
Su obte sevor
Santiago Valdez 6
Don Fernando de Taos, N. M.
May 7-1862
Col. C. Carson,
Dear Friend,
Your esteemed favor of the 26th April came duly to hand by
yesterday's mail, and I was rejoiced to hear that our Territory is all
quiet again, a thing for which I have been praying for weeks past.
The receipt of your letter has been a source of great relief to
Mrs. Carson, and indeed to all your friends and acquaintances here,
as we were very anxious to know how you had come out in the late
struggle, and now that we know we humbly return thanks to Providence that you have been brought out of it safe and unhurt. Mrs.
Carson and the children have enjoyed the best of health, but not the
happiest of life, since their arrival from bellow, as the anxiety of mind
under which she has been during the past troubles has been great, but
she is now relieved of all uneasiness for the present, and is anxiously
awaiting the 20th day.of May.
I hope you will do all in your power to come up as soon as you
can as I wish to consult you upon business concerning the Estate of
the late Mr [Peter?] Joseph.
As regards your affairs on the other side of the mountains I am
told that all is right. Mr Joseph Pley1 sold out the last stick of his
property in this TerritorY,down to his credits, to Mr. L. B. Maxwell,
and-left for the States about 20 days days ago; the cause of his conduct is ascribed to a falling out with his wife. The war news from the
States is very flattering, but I ommit to give you any particulars as I
presume you have already hear all. Nothing of importance has occured here since I last wrote to you, our town free from the intrussion
of the invaders has been one of quitest places in the Territory, Thanks
+'0 God.
The spring is fast approaching upon us and the weather is quite
mild; Everything seems to present flattering prospects except business
6. Father Damasio Taladrid (Taladria), successor to Fr. Antonio Jose Martinez
at Taos.
6. Santiago Valdez, native and prominent citizen of Taos.
1. A Joseph Plcy was residing at Taos as early as 1847.
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which is still very dull with us here and so far without a prospect of
change for the better.
Mrs. Carson & the children send their best love and prayers to
you and their regards to Doctor Shout. 2 Please present my compliments to Doctor Shout, and tell him that his friends in Taos are very
glad to hear that he is well.
With best wishes for your prosperity and success I remain as ever
Yours Very Respectfully
John Santistevan
P. S. I have not been able to collect any of the money due you by the
Col. [St. Vrain?] so far, but Mignault promises to pay it soon. Mrs.
Carson has not wanted for anything and will not, as I have and will
furnish her with anything she may needJ. S:

2.

Probably Assistant Surgeon John H. Shout.

Book Reviews
Albuquerque. Erna Fergusson. Albuquerque: Merle Armitage, 1947. Pp. 87.$2.50.
The author of Dancing Gods, Fiesta in Mexico, Our
Southwest, and other regional studies of South and Central
America and our Southwest, has given us now Albuquerque,
a biography of a city~ Eighty-seven pages of attractive
format designed by Merle Armitage, with seven full-page
illustrations by Li Browne, the book reflects the brevity and
good taste of a pleasant afternoon chat with a charming
person who knows and loves her city. It is not a history; the
facts will be well known to readers of THE NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, and the author has no need of footnotes.
It is not a travel book; nowhere is the reader urged to climax
his terrestrial existence with a pilgrimage to this place. It
is not a book of reminiscences; though the author is a Native
Daughter her vision is not dimmed by any nostalgic mist
but is surprisingly clear and objective. In short, it is the
simple life story of a city that is at once commonplace and
fabulous, ancient and modern, ugly and beautiful-and dozens of other contradictions.
Miss Fergusson briefly traces the two hundred and more
years of Albuquerque from the coming of the first agricultural colonizers in their creaking carretas down to the days
of the B-29's, the Super-Chief, and the atom bomb. She
gives a quick but penetrating look at the people, from Juan
Candelaria, perhaps the town's first "reporter," to Ernie
Pyle. She describes the way of life of the ricos, the peones,
and the in-between people who owned a little land, raised a
small garden, tended a few animals, worked if they felt like
it-gently, in the spirit of "the land of manana"-and took
both their religion and their superstitions seriously. Much
is said, and properly so, of the social stratification still to be
observed in the slow amalgamation of Indian, Mexican,
Spanish-American, and the various other breeds of "American." And much is also said of the coming of such necessities
as the Rotary Club, sanitariums, winter sports, the Univer246
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sity and foothall, community concerts, and immigrant politicians. To this city the new is always being added, but the
old does not change. Here an Indian in a wagon dragged
by a scrawny horse will pull up at an intersection, wait for
the green light,and signal his left turn to the man waiting
behind him in the latest Buick.
Much is said, and again properly so in a book of this
kind, about folklore. The curandera with her charms for
healing the sick, the Christmas and Easter festivals and
traditional dramas, the bailes, and the tales of desperadoes,
beautiful ladies, sham battles, local characters-all are here.
A bit of folk etymology on the naming of the Sandias (p.27)
should interest natives who are sometimes hard put to explain why these inspiring mountains should bear the name
sandia, wate-rmelon.
Why do people live in Albuquerque? Because, says Miss
Fergusson, they like it. It is as simple as that. People go
through Albuquerque and then come back. The writer of
this review was one; he started through Albuquerque,
stopped for the night, and stayed nearly two years. This
book will delight anyone who has seen Albuquerque and
anyone who expects to see it. And that takes in just about
everybody.
HECTOR LEE

Chico State College
Chico, California

1000 California Place Names, Their Origin and Meaning.
Irwin G. Gudde. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1947. Pp. vii, 96. $1.00.
This interesting little book is based upon Mr. Gudde's
manuscript of California place Names, a geographic dictionary of more than 5,000 names to be published in 1948. The
stories behind place names often have considerable historical
and human interest. Those of California are of widely varied
origin and reflect its colorful history under Spanish and
American rule. The forthcoming dictionary would therefore
be valuable both to specialists and laymen. No doubt certain
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flaws in the present publication will be corrected. For example, considerable care should be taken to distinguish local
usages of Spanish and Spanish-Mexican terms from their
original or more widely accepted meanings.
ELEANOR ADAMS

Carnegie Institution of Washingt()ll

The Grassland of North An~erica: Prolegomena To Its
History. James C. Malin. Lawrence, Kansas, The
Author, 1947. Pp. viii, 398. $3.00.
This is a study of the area usually known as the TransMississippi West, or Great Plains, bounded by the first tier
of states west of the Mississippi where the for~st belt ends,
at the east, and by the Rocky Mountain foothills where the
more arid desert belt begins, at the west. When first found
by the European at the opening of the sixteenth century
its vegetational cover was grass rather than forest. This
book is bound to be compared with W. P. Webb's on the
same area. But Malin's method is to give greater stress to
the ecological, agronomical, and geographical factors than
has hitherto been done, seeking to point out the new tools
and evidence which these sciences can bring to the aid of
the historian.
The present book is closely related to one entitled
Essays on Historiography by the same author in 1946, and
is to be supplemented by a future work on fuel and hous"'
ing in the grassland. He points out that the grassland
extends eastward to Ohio and Kentucky and westward to
the inland empire of the Pacific Northwest, northward into
Canada and southward into Mexico. But chief emphasis is
given to· the High Plains, rather than to the "tall-grass
prairie" east of the 96 meridian. Malin gives due credit,
where credit is due, to pioneer students of the grassland
plains, ecologists and physiographers as well as historians,
such as N. S. Shaler, J. W. Powell, F. J. Turner, W. P.
Webb, and numerous others less well known. But wherever
he believes there are inadequacies in either the facts or
interpretations of other scholars, those of an earlier day or·
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contemporaries, he is ready to point out such weaknesses
and direct future students to paths where further research
is needed.
Part one of the book is devoted to a survey of the
natural sciences that have a bearing on the relations of man
with his geographical setting in this region. The development of each of the sciences is approached historically, and
their interrelations with the main course of social change is
shown. Such sciences are included as plant, animal and
insect ecology, microbiology, soil agronomy, geology and
geography, and regional equilibrium. Part two deals with
historiography, sketching the significance of various
writers who have written on the history and physicalgeography of the plains, and how the growth of regional scientific knowledge has affected social theory and effective
agricultural settlement.
Especially effective are his sections debunking the
"plow· to desert" mythology and related propaganda of the
Tugwell bureau, with its posed photographs and film "The
Plow that Broke the Plains," and of books such as Plowman's Folly and Grapes of Wrath, in his chapter on "Desert
Equilibrium." Similarly the vagaries of political geographers of the "environmental determinism" school, who at
will can attribute any desired type of government or social
organization to geography and climate, are well demonstrated in his chapter on "Science and Social Theory."
It is a coincidence that this book appears in the same
year as Toynbee's condensed Study of History. Toynbee or
a similar future Toynbee might well find much grist for his
mill in this interpretative guide for regional historiography
by Malin. Lithoprinted from the author's typescript, in
appearance and ease of reading the printing is quite adequate-a method which is apt to become more common in
these days of inflated costs.
AUSTIN E. HUTCHESON
University of Nevada
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
(As amended Nov. 25, 1941)
Article 1. Name.
of New Mexico.

This Society shall be called the Historical Society

Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall
be, in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular,
the discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical
material especially such as relates to New Mexico.
Article 3. Membership. The Society shall consist of Members, Fellows, Life Members and Honorary Life Members.
(a) Members. Persons recommended by the Executive Council
and elected by the Society may become members.
(b) Fellows. Members who· show, by published work, special
aptitude for historical investigation may become Fellows. Immediately following the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive
Council shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may thereafter elect additional Fellows on the nomination of the Executive
Council. The number of ,Fellows shall never exceed twenty-five.
(c) Life Members. In addition to life members of the Historical
Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof, such other
benefactors of the Society as shall pay into its treasury at one time
the sum of fifty dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscripts, portraits, or other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon recommendation by the Executive Council
and election by the Society, be classed as Life Members.
(d) Honorary Life Members. Persons who have rendered eminent service to New Mexico and others who have, by published work,
contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the Southwest, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.
Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a
president, a vice-president, a corresponding secretary, a treasurer, and
a rec'ording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute the
Executive Council with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election, and
shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors
shall have been elected and qualified.

Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the
Society and such committee shall make its report to the Society at
the November meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor
and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by
ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the
respective offices to be declared elected.
Article 6. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the
Historical Review.
Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selection and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction
and control of the Executive Council.
Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held
at the rooms of the Society on the third Tuesday of each month at
eight P. M. The Executive Council shall meet at any time upon call
of the President or of three of its members.
Article 9. Quorums. Seven members of the Society and three members of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.
Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by the Executive Council
and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at
any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendments shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,
at least four weeks prior to the meeting when such proposed amendment is passed upon by the Society.

